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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
CONTEXT AWARE PRIVACY PRESERVING CLUSTERING AND
CLASSIFICATION
Data are valuable assets to any organizations or individuals. Data are sources of
useful information which is a big part of decision making. All sectors have potential
to benefit from having information. Commerce, health, and research are some of the
fields that have benefited from data. On the other hand, the availability of the data
makes it easy for anyone to exploit the data, which in many cases are private con-
fidential data. It is necessary to preserve the confidentiality of the data. We study
two categories of privacy: Data Value Hiding and Data Pattern Hiding. Privacy is
a huge concern but equally important is the concern of data utility. Data should
avoid privacy breach yet be usable. Although these two objectives are contradictory
and achieving both at the same time is challenging, having knowledge of the purpose
and the manner in which it will be utilized helps. In this research, we focus on some
particular situations for clustering and classification problems and strive to balance
the utility and privacy of the data.
In the first part of this dissertation, we propose Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) based techniques that accommodate constraints defined explicitly into the up-
date rules. These constraints determine how the factorization takes place leading to
the favorable results. These methods are designed to make alterations on the matri-
ces such that user-specified cluster properties are introduced. These methods can be
used to preserve data value as well as data pattern. As NMF and K-means are proven
to be equivalent, NMF is an ideal choice for pattern hiding for clustering problems.
In addition to the NMF based methods, we propose methods that take into account
the data structures and the attribute properties for the classification problems. We
separate the work into two different parts: linear classifiers and nonlinear classifiers.
We propose two different solutions based on the classifiers. We study the effect of
distortion on the utility of data.
We propose three distortion measurement metrics which demonstrate better char-
acteristics than the traditional metrics. The effectiveness of the measures is examined
on different benchmark datasets. The result shows that the methods have the desir-
able properties such as invariance to translation, rotation, and scaling.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Data mining is an emerging field. It borrows ideas from different fields such as
databases, artificial intelligence, and statistics. People have tried to study the con-
nection between these fields [21, 68]. These techniques are the way of changing the
data into useful information. In other words, data mining aims at extracting “knowl-
edge” from certain data. The result of the process can be good or bad depending
upon who gets the information and what is done with that information. Information
provides support for the decision making of institutions. Scientists can verify im-
portant findings based on the data. On the flip side, data can potentially give away
more information than needed, resulting in cases where the confidential and private
information is given away. Personal medical data and information about products’
trends are examples of private and confidential information. We list a couple of cases
from [52] to show that privacy breach is a common but serious issue:
• A Michigan-based health system accidentally posted the medical records of
thousands of patients on the Internet (The Ann Arbor News, February 10,
1999).
• An employee of the Tampa, Florida health department took a computer disk
containing the names of 4,000 people who had tested positive for HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS (USA Today, October 10, 1996).
Sweeney [58] found that 87% (216 million of 248 million) of the population in the
United States had reported characteristics that likely made them unique based only
on {5-digit zip, gender, date of birth}. Such data cannot be considered anonymous.
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There are many health and other personal data that are publicly available. Informa-
tion like those mentioned above can be derived from the data mining techniques as
well. Regardless of the ways the disclosure of personal information takes place, the
harm to the individual or the organization can be far reaching. We cite a couple of
examples among several cases:
• A physician was diagnosed with AIDS at the hospital in which he practiced
medicine. His surgical privileges were suspended. Estate of Behringer v. Med-
ical Center at Princeton, 249 N.J. Super. 597.
• A 30-year FBI veteran was put on administrative leave when, without his per-
mission, his pharmacy released information about his treatment for depression.
Los Angeles Times, September 1, 1998.
The need for privacy is sometimes due to law (e.g., for medical databases) or can
be motivated by business interests. However, there are situations where the sharing
of data can lead to mutual gain. Large databases are mostly used in research, some
of which are for scientific purposes while others can be for markets. The medical
field can gain knowledge by utilizing data for research; so can many other businesses.
Despite the potential gains, this is often not possible due to the confidentiality issues
which arise.
When the threat comes from within the companies, the problem is more compli-
cated. One way to handle such cases is preprocessing the data to ensure that all the
confidential data are either taken out or hidden. The dissertation is applicable to two
parts of this problem: the internal threats from within the company, and threat when
data is made public. Integrating the privacy concern when applying different data
mining techniques would enable wider acceptance for data mining into new services
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and applications.
As mentioned earlier, when the data is preprocessed to remove some components
or to hide confidential information, there is another contradictory concern about the
utility of the data. Utility is the usefulness of the data. Does the processed data
represent the same level of usefulness that it had originally? The simple answer to
this is “NO”. A practical requirement from the above described privacy concerns is
a trade-off between sharing confidential information for analysis and keeping individ-
ual, corporate and national privacy. Usable data should have the characteristics of
having good privacy and being usable.
Finding the right balance between data sharing and the privacy of the data has
caught attention of many researchers from different fields. Researchers have tried
to answer questions such as how different parties with data can cooperate with one
another to achieve data mining without violating the privacy concerns, how the data
mining techniques can be made aware of the privacy concern, what relations exist
between different data distortion measure and the data mining techniques, and how
we can preserve the data patterns with different set of values.
The result of all these efforts have led to a new field of data mining more well-
known as Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM). Researchers have paid attention
to incorporating privacy protection mechanism into the data mining techniques that
do not result in privacy breach. There have mainly been two types of work: perturb-
ing the sensitive data and modifying the data mining techniques. Since the primary
task in data mining is the development of models for decision making, developing ac-
curate models without access to precise information in the original data is a natural
objective for PPDM.
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1.2 Privacy Preserving Data Mining
Privacy preserving can mainly be classified into the following two broad categories:
• Private Data Access: The threats to data are possible from inside as well
as outside. The Wall Street Journal reported that companies were finding that
insiders pose as much risk to computer security as outside attackers [60]. In
recent years, companies with highly sensitive data have done a fairly good job of
securing the network perimeter with firewalls and intrusion prevention systems,
which have pushed attackers into looking for insiders to help them bypass these
controls. Attacks from inside can be controlled by having some access control
mechanism that has different levels of rights to different users in order to control
data disclosure. Banks, as well as media companies are leading the way in
adopting a trust-but-verify model of security to balance data protection against
inside attack.
• Public Data Access: In many cases, data are easily available to public. The
publicly available data can be used in conjunction with the background infor-
mation the attacker has about the domain to breach the privacy. One obvious
way to handle these data is to publish only nonconfidential parts of the data to
the partners or the public.
Data can be divided into different types such as numerical-valued data vs. categorical-
valued data or mixed-type data based on types of data, centralized data vs. dis-
tributed data based on the location of data. In our work data disclosure control is
emphasized. We mainly concentrate on modifying the data. “Data” is understood as
an abstract word for a combination of attribute values. In the dissertation, the follow-
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Table 1.1: Example dataset
Name Sex Age Zip-code Occupation Disease
Micheal M 32 6500 Teacher Sleepless
Nicole F 25 62001 Govenment Employee Back-pain
George M 30 61025 Lawyer Depression
ing two categories are used to describe the characteristics of our privacy-preserving
methods:
• Data Value Hiding: Data Value Hiding (DVH) is to protect sensitive data
values, but maintain data patterns in order to prevent improper use of data. We
can take example from the data as in Table 1.1, which is a small subset of larger
healthcare datasetA of patient profiles with attributes {Name, Sex, Age, Zip−
code, Occupation, Disease}. This is a simple data that any medical institute
can collect from its patients. Name is the direct identifier of the individual and
{Occupation,Disease} are variables containing sensitive information of the in-
dividual. If this information is made public without any preprocessing, then
George who is suffering from depression can have trouble convincing any clients
to hire him. A simple approach might be to remove the name attribute, but
this dataset set has another problem, the subset of {Sex,Age, Zip− code} can
provide inference on individual identification. The subset is also known as quasi
identifiers. Let P , P̃ be the knowledge we want to learn from the original and
the perturbed data.
The goal of DVH is to hide those sensitive data usually by modifying the dataset.
There are numerous ways proposed by different research works where attribute
values are typically modified so that disclosure risks of sensitive/confidential
attributes are minimized and the associated negative impact of data modifica-
tion on data mining results are minimized [2, 3, 12]. A graphical representation
is shown in Figure 1.2 where the aim is to maximize the difference between
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Figure 1.1: Data value hiding
an original dataset A and its modified version Ã and minimize the difference
between the data mining results on A and Ã.
Whenever a release of dataset A is required with sensitive attributes for different
data mining purposes like clustering, prediction, regression, and classification;
the common practice is to release Ã which is a modified version of the data. A
simple perturbation in this case can be the removal of the identifier columns
through mechanisms like omission, generalization or anonymization. General-
ization and anonymization give better utility than omission. Example utility
of the data can be the ability of the data to correctly verify if the health issue
can be tied with the profession. Tradeoff is to be considered between the utility
and the perturbation.
• Data Pattern Hiding: PPDM also deals with Data Pattern Hiding (DPH).
The result of data mining activities itself can compromise the privacy of indi-
viduals. Let us consider an example as in the Figure 1.2. The medical record of
the individuals from the earlier example is published by taking out the sensitive
attribute with some additional medical information. It is still possible to per-
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Figure 1.2: Data pattern hiding
form different data mining operations like clustering to gain more information.
Clustering tries to group a set of objects and find whether there is some rela-
tionship between the objects; details of which are discussed in the later section.
The following example shows the clustering performed on individuals based on
the distance dividing them into different groups. With little background infor-
mation such as the disease that another person in the same cluster has, it can
be inferred what the subject i is suffering from.
Privacy concern like this is particularly true in the context of collaboration
where multiple parties share data with each other; focus is gaining as much
knowledge as possible from the combined dataset and at the same time hiding
any sensitive data that can hamper their own business. Suppose P1 and P2
want to share data to gain further information both of them would like to make
sure that other party does not gain any additional knowledge sensitive to their
business model. P2 can carry out some data clustering techniques to group the
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existing customers of P1 into two clusters: high potential valued customers and
low potential valued customers; or a ranking algorithm can be executed to rank
customer value. In either case, P2 can take advantage of the outcome of data
mining and design a marketing strategy to win over the customers having a high
possibility of future purchasing behavior. Probably, P1 will lose her customers
and her business as well.
[61] addressed the problem of association rule mining where transactions are
distributed across sources. Each site holds some attributes of each transaction,
and the sites wish to collaborate to identify globally valid association rules. A
well designed scenario is provided in [12] and Verykios et al. analyzed it to
indicate the need not only to hide data attribute values, but also to prevent
data mining techniques from discovering sensitive knowledge [63].
1.3 Related Work
A number of different works have been done in data privacy protection in data mining;
some of the most popular techniques include randomization and k-anonymity. Some
researchers have tried to apply cryptographical approaches while others have tried to
use statistical measures. The database community has their own set of techniques.
These techniques can mainly be divided into the following categories:
• Data Perturbation
This is one of the more popular segments in PPDM. Common approaches to
perturbation include additive data perturbation [3], multiplicative data per-
turbation [9, 43]. Evfimievski presents a technique that perturbs categorical
data using random perturbation [17], but the aggregate information can be ex-
tracted with certain precision. Lin proposed a privacy preserving technique
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for vertically partitioned data that uses randomized rotation [42]. Several
reconstruction- or randomization-based methods adding some noise to the orig-
inal data have been widely used for privacy protection [18, 50]. Cano suggested
the use of synthetic data for privacy preserving data mining [7].
Xu pioneered the work on matrix decomposition based techniques for fulfilling
the need of privacy preserving data mining through her work in[69, 70]. Wang
worked on the same course and produced some exceptional work in [65, 66,
67]. She worked with the decomposition techniques like SVD and Nonnegative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) for both the DVH and DPH.
• Data Anonymization and Swapping
Work from [58] deals with a technique that can protect the privacy using k-
anonymization. The work has been further extended in [47], it shows some
shortcomings of k-anonymization. Gomatam et. al [24] proposed a decision-
theoretic formulation of data swapping in which quantitative measures of dis-
closure risk and data utility are employed where decision variables are the swap
rate, swap attribute(s) and possibly, constraints on the unswapped attributes.
• Cryptographic/Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMC)
[55] showed that non-trusting parties can jointly compute functions of their
different inputs while ensuring that no party learns anything but the defined
output of the function. These results were shown using generic constructions
that can be applied to any function that has an efficient representation as a
circuit. Other works include: [16, 4].
• Privacy Preserving based on the Data Mining Techniques
In addition to these methods based on distorting the original data values, Clifton
et al. proposed another class of approaches to modify data mining algorithms so
that they allow data mining operations on distributed datasets without knowing
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the exact values of the data or without directly accessing the original data
[11]. The data mining techniques studied are: classification [3], association rule
mining [61], clustering [62], Bayes classifier [29], collaborative filtering [56], and
data stream mining [53].
• Privacy Preserving in Distributed System
With the size of data growing rapidly, efforts have been put into techniques
that can be implemented in distributed systems. [23] defines a new privacy
model “k-privacy” by means of the accepted trusted third party model. This
allows implementing cryptographically secure efficient primitives for real-world
large-scale distributed systems.
1.4 Applications of PPDM
The consequences that an individual or an institution has to bear due to privacy
breach are huge, which has led to greater attention. There are numerous areas where
PPDM can be employed. Below we list a few areas of applications [64]:
• Homeland Security Applications:
Homeland Security has to be cautious regarding privacy while matching the
subject of credential and the person presenting the credential. For example, the
theft of social security numbers presents a serious threat to homeland security.
The credential validation approach tries to exploit the semantics associated
with the social security number to determine whether the person presenting
the social security number credential truly owns it. Two commonly used case
scenarios are credential validation problem and web camera surveillance.
• Video Surveillance
A significant threat to privacy is face recognition software, which can automat-
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ically identify known people from a drivers license photo database, and thereby
track people regardless of suspicion.
• Genomic Privacy
Recent advances in genomics prompt a formidable privacy challenge: As the
price of a complete genome profile has declined for genome-wide genotyping,
wide-spread usage of genomic information is about to become a reality. DNA
data is considered extremely sensitive since it contains almost uniquely identi-
fying information about an individual. As in the case of multidimensional data,
simple removal of directly identifying data such as social security numbers is
not sufficient to prevent re-identification.
The impact of increased availability of genomic information on privacy, however,
is unprecedented, for obvious reasons: First, genetic conditions and predispo-
sition to specific diseases (such as Alzheimer’s) can be revealed. Second, one′s
genomic information leaks substantial information about one′s relatives. Third,
complex privacy issues can arise if DNA analysis is used for criminal investiga-
tions, epidemiological research, and personalized medicine purposes.
• Multi-party Computation
In many cases, data are distributed across different parties. It makes sense to
be able to mine the data from both of the parties without each party knowing
the exact underlying data from other party. Secure multi-party communication
refers to the computation protocols that make sure no party involved knows any-
thing but its own inputs and the results, i.e., the view of each party during the
execution can be effectively simulated by the input and output of the party. In
the late 1980s, work on secure multi party communication demonstrated that a
wide class of functions can be computed securely under reasonable assumptions
without involving a trusted third party.
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• Social Networks
With the rise in everyday use of social networks like Facebook and Twitter, it
has become even more important to be cautious of any private information. A
while back, Facebook launched a new advertising campaign called Sponsored
Stories that incorporated users′ “like” into advertisements. It offered peer en-
dorsement of products and a way for Facebook to make money. In addition to
the benefits of using social network sites, there may be risks associated with
using such services. For example, research has begun exploring what kinds of
personally identifiable information (e.g., phone numbers, email address, postal
address, social security numbers, etc.) people share through services such as
Facebook and MySpace [34, 37]. The misuse of personally identifiable informa-
tion obtained online can raise many privacy concerns, such as identity theft or
even discrimination [46].
• Research
Research on various healthcare data requires that proper care is taken when the
data is used for experiments or studies as healthcare data are highly sensitive.
There are measures in place that ensure that individuals will be informed of
uses and disclosures of their medical information for research purposes, and
their rights to access information.
1.5 Data Mining Techniques
Data context is a major part of this dissertation. Especially in the case of privacy
preserving data mining, it is important that we define the context: how the data is
utilized, what information is to be preserved, and what are the data mining techniques
to be used on the data. Among the different mining techniques, this section briefly
discusses the methods on which we concentrate in the following chapters:
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1.5.1 Clustering
Clustering is an important technique in the data mining community. A cluster is a
collection of objects which are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the
objects belonging to other clusters. Patterns that are hidden can be found using
clustering techniques. The goal of clustering is to determine the intrinsic grouping
in a set of unlabeled data. Clustering algorithms can be applied in many fields, for
instance [49]:
• Marketing: finding groups of customers with similar behavior given a large
database of customer data containing their information and past buying records;
• Insurance: identifying groups of motor insurance policy holders with a high
average claim cost; identifying frauds;
• Biology: classification of plants and animals given their features;
• City-planning: identifying groups of houses according to their house type, value
and geographical locations;
• Earthquake studies: clustering observed earthquake epicenters to identify dan-
gerous zones;
• WWW: document classification; clustering weblog data to discover groups of
similar access patterns.
K-means
There are many clustering algorithms, like hierarchical clustering and density based
clustering. K-means is one of the most popular clustering algorithms. As we are
concerned with clustering problem, we employ k-means for the experiments.
The basic objective of k-means is to cluster the n data items that can be repre-
sented by (x1, x2, ...., xn), into k sets (k ≤ n) such that S = (S1, S2, ...., Sk) so as to
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Figure 1.3: K-means Clustering
minimize the distance within the clusters:
min(
k∑
i=1
∑
xjεSi
‖xj − µi‖2) (1.1)
where µi is the mean of points in Si. Euclidean distance is often used as the
metric.
K-means Algorithm
Algorithm 1: K-means Clustering Algorithm
input : k, data
output: Clusters
Initialize k centroids
while (elements change cluster) do
Assign each point to the nearest mean
Move “mean” to center of its cluster.
1.5.2 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among vari-
ables. It includes many techniques for modeling and analyzing several variables, when
the focus is on the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more in-
dependent variables. More specifically, regression analysis helps one understand how
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the typical value of the dependent variable changes when any one of the independent
variables is varied, while the other independent variables are fixed. Most commonly,
regression analysis estimates the conditional expectation of the dependent variable
given the independent variables. Regression analysis is widely used for prediction and
forecasting, where its use has substantial overlap with the field of machine learning.
Regression models
Regression models involve the following variables:
• The unknown parameters, denoted as β, which may represent a scalar or a
vector.
• The independent variables, X.
• The dependent variable, Y .
In various fields of applications, different terminologies are used in place of dependent
and independent variables.
A regression model relates Y to a function of X and β.
Y ≈ f(X, β) (1.2)
The approximation is usually formalized as E(Y |X) = f(X, β). To carry out
regression analysis, the form of the function f must be specified. Sometimes the form
of this function is based on knowledge about the relationship between Y and X that
does not rely on the data. If no such knowledge is available, a flexible or convenient
form for f is chosen.
1.6 The Contributions of the Dissertation
This dissertation is focused on studying the privacy aspects of data mining and de-
signing methods that protect privacy in the process of data mining. Privacy can be
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defined differently depending on the situation and the technique that are being ap-
plied. It can be an attribute value of a particular subject or the cluster membership
of the subject or the relationship between attributes. In our work, we put context
into the center of discussion. We follow it with the privacy concerns that the con-
text might have and how it can be answered. In terms of the contributions of the
dissertation, our research can be divided into five parts.
• For the first part, my objective is to employ NMF for pattern hiding. NMF has
found applications in many fields, specifically in clustering applications. We
try to exploit the particular property of NMF for membership hiding for some
particular subjects so that the real cluster membership of the subjects is not
revealed. We explicitly define the constraint on the update rule, so that the
matrix factorization results in the membership hiding. I call this part of my
work Constrained NMF for Data Membership Protection.
• The second part of my work deals with Data Privacy protection without taking
the membership into consideration. We propose two types of constraints which
achieve our objective of distorting the data, but at the same time retaining
the subject membership. The chapter tries to balance the two difficult and
contradictory objectives between privacy and utility. As mentioned in the first
part we provide explicit constraints on both methods. This part of my research
is called as Constrained NMF for Data Protection.
• The third part of my work tailors novel approaches to privacy by utilizing
the knowledge about the type of classifier used on the data. We study linear
classifiers and their dependence on the correlation between the data attributes.
We analyze how distortion in a particular way leads to better utility and larger
distortion of the data. We present our results with different linear classifiers in
Context Aware Privacy Preserving Data Mining for Linear Classifiers.
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• We answer privacy concerns with linear classifiers in Chapter 3, but my method
lacks the same performance with non-linear classifiers. We study why the tech-
nique does not extrapolate the same level of performance with non-linear clas-
sifiers. We take different types of Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a base to
understand how the non-linear classifiers work. Neighborhood Aware Privacy
Preserving Data Mining for Non-Linear Classifiers addresses classification with
non-linear classifiers.
• Our final research called Distortion Measurement Techniques, deals with de-
veloping better distortion metrics. Some of the metrics that have been in use
have some issues that need to be addressed. In this research, we focus on three
techniques that have properties of better distortion metrics. We provide some
theoretical analysis on how they work better than the other methods that we
have used.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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Chapter 2 Preliminaries
In this dissertation we consider datasets with n subjects and m attributes. Our study
deals with methods for classification and clustering. We study the effect of different
perturbation methods on different datasets and compare the utility and distortion
level. We interchangeably use distortion and perturbation to mean the same.
This chapter describes concepts used in our research: definitions, preprocessing steps,
metrics, and the datasets for experiments.
2.1 Definitions
We present a few definitions related to our study.
2.1.1 Data Model D
Given a dataset D consisting of n independent subjects in an m-dimensional feature
space, with each subject having m numerical features, if we denote the ith subject of
D as Di, then
• D = {Di}ni=1
• Di = {di1, di1, ...., dim, }ni=1
2.1.2 Vector Space Data Model A
Given a data model D, which can be represented by a matrix A, A ∈ Rn×m, with the
rows corresponding to the n subjects and the columns to the m features, if the ith
row is denoted by Ai, then Ai represents Di. The jth feature is represented by the
jth column of A, denoted by Aj.
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A =

A1
A2
.
.
An

2.1.3 Data Modification
Given two datasets D and D̃ with the corresponding matrix models of A and Ã, and
a modification scheme M , a sequence of modifications is a function ψ to transform A
into Ã, where F indicates the subjects to be modified.
ψ : (A,F,M)→ Ã
2.2 Data Preprocessing
In data mining, data often contains noisy results and in some cases, data might be in
different units or formats. It is important to convert those data to meaningful states
for further analysis. Normalization is one of the important steps in data mining.
2.2.1 Normalization
There are several normalization techniques and the choice is problem-specific. As-
suming A as the dataset we have used a couple of normalization steps
• Range adjustment. It is common that the attributes have different value
ranges. We can normalize their value ranges to a unit range. Each attribute is
normalized by its value range as
Aij ← Aij ×
Aj −min(Aj)
max(Aj)−min(Aj)
(2.1)
where Aij is an element at position i,j and Aj represents the j
th column of
dataset A. This is necessary when working with NMF techniques where data
has to be positive.
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• Unit-length normalization. Each attribute column vector can be normalized
to the unit length as
Aj ←
Aj
||Aj||
(2.2)
where ||Aj|| is the length of Aj, i.e., the 2-norm of Aj.
2.3 Data Utility Metrics
It is not only important to quantify the distortion level(s) of the data but also the
utility. In the case of the clustering technique, we have used the results of the k-means
algorithm to calculate the accuracy of the techniques while performing clustering. The
ground truth is established by running k-means clustering on the original data. All
the comparisons on distorted matrices are based on the ground truth. We distort the
original data and then run k-means again to cluster the resulting data. We check
how different the result is from the k-means run on the original data. In our resarch,
we call that similarity as accuracy which is the percentage of the distorted data that
are correctly classified based on the ground truth established. For the classification
tasks, we use the class label as the ground truth. Several techniques have been used,
such as linear regression, decision trees, and naive Bayes.
• Clustering accuracy (Accuracy):
Accuracy = 1− kmeans(A)− kmeans(Ã)
SizeOf(A)
(2.3)
• Misclassification rate (Misrate) :
Misclassification rate is the ratio of difference between actual class and the
predicted class to the total size of items in the prediction.
Misrate =
actual class− predicted class
SizeOf(A)
(2.4)
Misrate is similar to accuracy except for the fact that Misrate is calculated for
classification accuracy.
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• Area Under Curve (AUC ):
Plotting receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are a popular way of
displaying the discriminatory accuracy of a diagnostic test for detecting whether
a particular incident happened.
Let us define an experiment from P positive instances and N negative instances.
The four outcomes can be formulated in a 2× 2 contingency table or confusion
matrix, as follows:
Figure 2.1: Confusion Matrix
Figure 2.2: ROC Curve
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The most commonly used global index of classification accuracy is the area un-
der the ROC curve (AUC). When using normalized units, the AUC is equal to
the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance
higher than a randomly chosen negative one. The AUC gives a number rep-
resenting the accuracy of the method for the ROC curve. Since the AUC of
0.5 represents an ineffective method, favorable tests should result in AUC value
close to 1.
Sensitivity is the true positive rate, while specificity is the true negative rate,
calculated as
Sensitivity =
True Positive
Positive
(2.5)
Specificity =
True Negative
Negative
(2.6)
As is shown in Figure 2.2, A represents ideal classification with AUC=1, C
represents ineffective classification as it has AUC=0.5 while B is somewhere in
between.
2.4 Value Distortion Metrics
The privacy protection measure should indicate how closely the original value of an
item can be estimated from the distorted data [56]. Some privacy metrics have been
proposed in the literature [69], [2], and [18]. Some data distortion measures defined
in [69] are used here to assess the level of data distortion which only depends on the
original matrix A and its distorted counterpart Ã.
This section discusses data value distortion metrics used in this dissertation.
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2.4.1 Value Difference
After a data matrix is distorted, the values of its elements change. The Value Differ-
ence (VD) of a dataset is represented by the relative value difference in the Frobenius
norm. Thus, VD is the ratio of the Frobenius norm of the difference of A from Ã to
the Frobenius norm of A, given as
V D =
‖A− Ã‖F
‖A‖F
(2.7)
2.4.2 Rank Position
The Rank Position (RP) is used to denote the average change of rank for all attributes.
After the elements of an attribute are distorted, the rank of each element in an
ascending order of its value changes. Assume that dataset A has n data objects and
m attributes. Rankij denotes the rank of the j
th element in attribute i, and ˜Rankij
denotes the rank of the distorted element Aji . Then RP is defined as
RP =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 |Rankij − ˜Rankij|
n×m
(2.8)
2.4.3 Rank Maintainance
The Rank Maintainance (RM) represents the percentage of elements that keep their
value ranks in each column after the distortion. It is computed as
RM =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1Rk
i
j
n×m
(2.9)
where Rkij means whether an element keeps its position in the order of values.
Rkij =

1 if Rankij =
˜Rankij
0 otherwise
If an element keeps its position in the order of values, Rkij = 1, otherwise, Rk
i
j = 0.
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Table 2.1: Data Perturbation Metrics
Metric Formula Parameter Description
V D = ‖A−Ã‖F‖A‖F where A ∈ R
n×m
RP =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 |Rankij−
˜Rankij |
n×m
˜Rankij is the rank for perturbed data
RM =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1Rk
i
j
n×m Rk
i
j =
{
1 if Rankij =
˜Rankij
0 otherwise
2.4.4 Attribute Rank Change
Content of an attribute can be inferred from its relative value difference compared
with other attributes. It is desirable that the rank of the average value of each
attribute vary after the data distortion. The Attribute Rank Change (CP) can be
calculated as
CP =
m∑
i=1
|RAVi − ˜RAVi|
m
(2.10)
2.4.5 Attribute Rank Maintenance (CK)
Similarly to RK, CK is defined to measure the percentage of the attributes that keep
their ranks of average value after the distortion. So, it is calculated as
CK =
m∑
i=1
Cki
m
(2.11)
where Cki is computed as
Cki =

1 if RAVi = ˜RAVi,
0 otherwise
2.5 Datasets
The following datasets from UCI machine learning repository have been used for our
study. We have used box plots to display the distribution of data since it provides
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Figure 2.3: Boxplot for Iris Dataset
information like minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. In
the simplest box plot the central rectangle spans the first quartile to the third quartile.
It also simplifies the observation of outliers present in the dataset.
2.5.1 IRIS Dataset
IRIS is a very simple dataset with 150 instances in a 4-dimensional attribute space.
This is perhaps the best known dataset to be found in the pattern recognition litera-
ture. The four attributes are sepal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width.
The dataset contains 3 classes of 50 instances each, where each class refers to a type
of iris plant: Setosa, Versicolour and Virginica. Setosa is linearly separable from the
other two; the latter two are not linearly separable from each other.
Figure 2.4 shows the boxplots of four attributes grouped by three classes. This
figure demonstrates that the 3rd or 4th attributes are highly related to the class
labels; either one can accurately filter the Setosa out.
2.5.2 YEAST Dataset
The YEAST is a real-valued data set having 1484 instances and 8 attributes. It is
used to predict the localization site of protein, which has 10 predications in Table
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Figure 2.4: Boxplots of 4 attributes of the IRIS data set grouped by 3 classes.
2.2.
From the Figure 2.5, we can observe that attributes 5 and 6 do not have as much
variance as the other attributes. All the attributes are in [0, 1].
2.5.3 Connectionist Bench (Sonar Mines vs. Rocks) Dataset
The Connectionist Bench Dataset contains 111 patterns for mines obtained by bounc-
ing sonar signals off a metal cylinder at various angles and under various conditions
Table 2.2: YEAST Dataset
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Class CYT NUC MIT ME3 ME2 ME1 EXC VAC POX ERL
Size 463 429 244 163 51 44 35 30 20 5
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Figure 2.5: Boxplot for YEAST Dataset
and 97 patterns for rocks obtained from rocks under similar conditions. The trans-
mitted sonar signal is a frequency-modulated chirp, rising in frequency. The dataset
contains signals obtained from a variety of different aspect angles, spanning from 90
degrees for the cylinder to 180 degrees for the rock.
Each pattern is a set of 60 numbers in [0.0, 1.0]. Each number represents the en-
ergy within a particular frequency band, integrated over a certain period of time. The
integration aperture for higher frequencies occurs later in time, since these frequencies
are transmitted later during the chirp.
The label associated with each record contains the letter “R” if the object is a rock
and “M” if it is a mine (metal cylinder). The numbers in the labels are in increasing
order of aspect angle, but they do not encode the angle directly.
2.5.4 Wine Quality Dataset
The Wine Quality Dataset is related to red and white variants of the Portugese
“Vinho Verde” wine [14]. It has 11 independent attributes (inputs) which are mostly
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physicochemical data. Wine has the quality score (output) of [0,10] based on the
sensory data.
Figure 2.6: Boxplot for Wine Quality Dataset
The Figure 2.6 shows that the attributes have large difference in the range. The
dataset needs to be normalized before applying data mining techniques.
2.5.5 Spambase Dataset
The concept of “spam” is diverse: advertisements for products/web sites, get rich
quick schemes, and chain letters. This dataset consists of different attributes that
Figure 2.7: Boxplot for Spambase Dataset
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classify emails as either spam or not. The collection of spam e-mails came from
postmaster and individuals who had filed spam. Similarly, the collection of non-spam
e-mails came from filed work and personal e-mails.
From the Figure 2.7, it is difficult to observe the range of the attributes, but we
can see that attributes 55 - 57 have more variance compared to the other attributes.
Moreover, those attributes have larger magnitudes.
Table 2.3: Summary of different datasets
Dataset Items Attributes No. of classes
IRIS 150 4 3
YEAST 1484 8 10
SONAR 208 60 3
WINE 4898 12 2
SPAM 4601 57 2
MAGIC 19020 11 3
2.5.6 Magic Gamma Telescope Dataset
The Magic Gamma Telescope Dataset consists of two types: gamma(g) and hadron(h).
The dataset was generated by a Monte Carlo program, Corsika as mentioned in [19].
Figure 2.8: Boxplot for Magic Gamma Dataset
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The Figure 2.8 reveals attributes 3 - 5 have lower variance, other attributes have
lots of outliers as well. The Table 2.3 summaries the size and number of classes
present in different datasets.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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Chapter 3 Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for Data
Pattern Hiding
3.1 Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for Hiding Cluster
Membership of Data
Clustering is a very widely studied topic that has been used in different areas includ-
ing machine learning, data mining, pattern recognition, image analysis, information
retrieval, etc. There are many algorithms available for clustering. Among them, k-
means is one of the most popular and widely used techniques. Work utilizing NMF
for clustering is not a new idea but [15] goes one step further and presents the idea
of similarity between the k-means and NMF. In this chapter, we present our idea of
combining clustering and NMF for the purpose of membership hiding by imposing
additional constraint on NMF. NMFs with additional constraints like orthogonality
constraint [39] and sparseness constraint [27] have been applied to various fields. Our
study uses constrained nonnegative matrix factorization for the purpose of hiding par-
ticular membership in a data analysis task. Some initial works in this field include
applying NMF for privacy protection, which was done by Wang et al. [66, 65]. The
work by Wang et al. [66] applies NMF in the first phase and then tries to suppress
the data pattern using different ad-hoc algorithms. This chapter proposes explicit in-
corporation of the additional constraint in order to suppress the data patterns in the
process of performing the matrix factorization. The advantage being the factorization
and the suppression is a single stage operation. We start with the brief introduction
of Nonnegative Matrix Factorization.
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3.1.1 Overview of NMF
There are many kinds of matrix factorizations like principal component analysis
(PCA), singular value decomposition (SVD), and NMF. Nonnegative matrix factor-
ization is a way in linear algebra where a nonnegative valued matrix A is decomposed
into the product of two nonnegative valued matrices H and W . NMF imposes ad-
ditional constraint that none of the elements of the factor matrix H and the basis
matrix W can be negative. Another notable property about NMF is that, results are
non-unique which provides even better ground for it to be used for data protection.
The following equations explain the relations as
nmf(A)⇒ H ×W
A = H ×W +R,A ≈ H ×W = Ã
where R is the residual since H × W may not be equal to A. [64] defined NMF
as “Given a nonnegative data model A(n×m), find two nonnegative matrices Hn×k
and Wk×m with k being the number of clusters in A, that minimize Q, where Q is
an objective function defining the nearness between the matrices A and HW. The
modified version of A is denoted as Ã= H×W ”. Generally, k < min(m,n), which
may reduce the rank of the original matrix. In other words, the original matrix will
be compressed. There are two main aspects, one is the objective function and the
other is the update rule. The objective function quantifies the quality of factorization
usually in terms of distance between the two matrices A and HW . The Euclidean
distance or the Frobenius norm is the common function to consider. The objective
for NMF is to minimize the distance between A and HW .
min
H≥0,W≥0
f(A,H,W ) = ‖A−HW‖2F (3.1)
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Since, NMF is an iterative technique; there is the need to update matrices H and W
in each iteration. The Rule to do so is termed as update rule. We will discuss more
on that in the following sections.
3.2 NMF and K-means Clustering
In the distance-based hard clustering, subject Ai is assigned to cluster Ck if it is
closest to the centroid, ck. Variation on its distances to the K centroids might incur
a shift of Ai from its old cluster to a new cluster.
Ding et al. [15] showed that there is some connection between k-means clustering
and NMF. Based on their relationship, a data pattern hiding approach [65] is proposed
to change the cluster membership.
The clustering solution can be represented by a nonnegative cluster indicator
matrix D ∈ Rn×K as in [15], D = (D1, D2, ..., DK), ck represents the center of kth
cluster. |Ck| is the size of the kth cluster. For the hard membership, we set
Dik =

1√
|Ck|
if Ai ∈ Ck
0 otherwise
Each Dk is normalized to unit length so that D
TD = I.
The elements of D are between 0 and 1 and the sum of the elements in each row
of D is equal to 1. The significance of Dik is that it denotes the membership of Ai or
for the soft clustering, it reflects the degree to which Ai associates with cluster Ck.
Especially, the centroids {c1, c2, ..., cK} can be represented as
(c1
√
|C1|, c2
√
|C2|, ........., ck
√
|CK |)T = DTA (3.2)
We use C̃ to denote DTA.
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For the kth cluster, the sum of all the members in Ck can be represented in terms
of the kth row of DTA as
∑
Ai∈Ck
Ai =
√
|Ck|(DTA)k =
√
|Ck|(C̃)k (3.3)
Now if we use D as a representation of the clustering solution, then the objective
function for seeking a D, given A can be encoded with a symmetric convex coding
(SCC) model J that is built on S [45].
min
D∈Rn×K+ ,B∈R
K×K
+ ,D
TD=I,BT=B
J = ||S −DBDT ||2 (3.4)
where, B is K ×K symmetric matrix. S is defined as
S = (Sij)i∈[1,n],j∈[1,n] = AA
T (3.5)
In [45], it is shown that the minimization of the objective function J in Equa-
tion(3.4) is equivalent to
max
BT=B,B∈RK×K+
tr(BB) (3.6)
where tr(BB) represents the trace of BB. The trace of a matrix is defined to be the
sum of the elements on the main diagonal.
3.2.1 K-means Clustering
In the K-means clustering, the objective function L using Euclidean distance is used
to minimize within-cluster dissimilarities, given as
min
Ck
L =
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈Ck
‖(Ai − ck)T‖2F (3.7)
In [15], it is shown that the minimization of Equation(3.7) is equivalent to the
maximization.
max
DTD=I,D∈<n×K
L(D) = tr(DTSD) (3.8)
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In order to understand this equivalence, the proof in [15] is presented here:
L =
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈Ck
‖(Ai − ck)T‖2F
=
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈Ck
[(Ai − ck)(Ai − ck)T ]
=
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈Ck
AiA
T
i − 2
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈Ck
Aic
T
k +
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈Ck
ckc
T
k
(3.9)
For the kth cluster, the sum of all the members in Ck can be represented in terms
of the kth row of DTA as
∑
Ai∈Ck
Ai =
√
|Ck|(DTA)k =
√
|Ck|(C̃)k (3.10)
We simplify the three terms in Equation(3.9) as follows:
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈ck
AiA
T
i = ‖A‖2F = tr(AAT ) (3.11)
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈ck
Aic
T
k =
K∑
k=1
1
|Ck|
∑
Ai∈ck
(Ai
∑
Ai∈ck
ATi )
=
K∑
k=1
(
1
|Ck|
∑
Ai∈ck
Ai
∑
Ai∈ck
ATi )
(3.12)
K∑
k=1
∑
Ai∈ck
ckc
T
k =
K∑
k=1
|Ck|ckcTk
=
K∑
k=1
(
1
|Ck|
∑
Ai∈ck
Ai
∑
Ai∈ck
ATi )
(3.13)
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Substituting Equation(3.10) into Equation (3.12) and Equation(3.13) the second
and third terms of L in Equation(3.9) become
−
K∑
k=1
(DTA)k(D
TA)Tk = −tr((DTA)(DTA)T )
= −tr(DTAATD)
(3.14)
Now L in Equation(3.9) becomes
L = −tr(AAT )− tr(DTAATD)
= tr(S)− tr(DTSD)
(3.15)
Since tr(S) is a constant, the minL becomes maxL(D) = tr(DTSD)
3.2.2 Example of Clustering with NMF
When NMF is used for clustering, the elements in H represent the clusters to which
subjects belong. Work done on application of NMF for clustering advocates that each
of the columns of H represents each cluster, where as the matrix W represents the
cluster centroid. Let us consider an example of the data matrix A, which has a rank
4 is factorized into two matrices of rank 3.
A =

0.81 0.63 0.95 0.95
0.90 0.09 0.96 0.48
0.12 0.27 0.15 0.80
0.91 0.54 0.97 0.14

Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
The factorization of A produces H and W . C1, C2, and C3 are the cluster
indicator for clusters 1, 2, and 3 repectively. Each row of W represents the cluster
centroid for three clusters. From the factorization, item 1 is in cluster 3 as H13 has
the largest magnitude among all the elements of H1.
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C1 C2 C3
H =

0.66 0.45 0.76
0.00 1.22 0.24
0.63 0.15 0.00
0.07 0.12 1.17
 W =
0.03 0.44 0.11 1.160.59 0.00 0.63 0.39
0.70 0.43 0.75 0.00

3.3 Data Pattern Hiding
We define Data Pattern Hiding as the process of changing the data with the aim
of hiding the confidential data pattern while minimizing the alteration to the non-
confidential data pattern. This chapter mainly focuses on the problem of confiden-
tiality in terms of clustering. We want the information about the cluster membership
of some particular data not to be disclosed.
As said earlier, NMF generates two matrices H and W for a nonnegative data
matrix A, which are nonnegative factor matrices generated by minimizing the ob-
jective functions. The matrix W represents coefficients for clusters and has size of
k×m which defines basis vectors. The matrix H has size of n×k, and contains clus-
ter membership indicators representing additive combination for each subject. To
apply this idea to data pattern hiding, we can find out cluster membership of data
by finding the largest element in the factor vector from H, provided factor vectors
are related to the cluster property of the subjects [65]. The shift of a subject from
one cluster to another cluster occurs whenever the factors are modified. This is the
essence on which data pattern hiding is based on.
Let us say, we have n items in total with k clusters, we want to change the cluster
membership of an item X which was originally in cluster Ci. In such a case, there
are two ways in which we change the membership:
• Change the membership of item X to a particular cluster Cj, such that i 6= j.
• Change the membership of item X to any cluster other than cluster Ci.
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We discuss about how to explicitly specify that information into the NMF in later
section. One important aspect Wang et al. [65] mentioned in their work is the issue
of side effect, which is discussed in the following section.
3.3.1 Side Effect
Side effects are the unwanted changes that are introduced after applying the con-
strained nonnegative matrix factorization. In our case, it is the cluster membership
of the data. As it is directly related to the utility of the data, it is necessary to keep
the changes in cluster membership of non-confidential data to a minimum. Any per-
turbation technique should have the property to keep the side-effect to the minimum
level in order for the modified data to be useful. Ideally, all the confidential data are
changed and nothing else is altered. In our method, we strive to achieve this goal.
There must be some measure of side effect and for that we propose to compare
the k-means result on distorted data against the k-means result that we run on the
original data. Hence, the number of subjects whose cluster membership are changed
unexpectedly by the application of the method can be taken as the measure of side
effect.
3.4 Constraint on Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
NMF is an unsupervised learning algorithm that has shown its applicability in vari-
ous fields. It has been found that adding knowledge explicitly to the algorithm can
produce significant improvement in the learning accuracy; this additional knowledge
is commonly known as constraints, making the NMF algorithm semi-supervised. Re-
searchers have come up with different constraints to be incorporated in NMF for
solving different tasks. Some works are based on orthogonality [39] and sparseness
[27].
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Wang et al. [65] used three different techniques to change the position of the
elements in the matrix H with the aim of changing the cluster to which the element
lies.
H̃ =

0.66 0.76 0.45
0.00 1.22 0.24
0.63 0.15 0.00
0.07 0.12 1.17
 W =
0.03 0.44 0.11 1.160.59 0.00 0.63 0.39
0.70 0.43 0.75 0.00

Using Wang’s methods on the earlier factorization would result in the new matrix
H̃ where the two element in the first column are swapped. This operation results in
new change in membership for the element.
However the methods suggested are manual methods, where we select the element
with the largest magnitude and try to substitute in place of some other element. We
would like to add a constraint which we called the clustering constraint that results
in the matrix H that will either have one of the elements significantly large compared
to others which represents the new cluster for the item or one of the elements insignif-
icant in terms of magnitude so as to make sure that the item does not fall in that
cluster. We would have to explicitely define the clusters where we want our items to
lie. We design a matrix C of size n× k, and the elements of C are such that;
• If the item is not to be changed then, its contents will be 1 on the index
representing its cluster and the rest of them are 0.
• If the item is to be changed to another particular cluster, then contents will
be 1 on the index representing destination cluster and the rest of them are 0,
which we refer to as in a cluster change.
• If the item is to be changed to any other cluster, then contents will be 0 on the
index representing source cluster and the rest of them are some random number
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in the range [0-1], referred to as not in a cluster change.
A typical example of it is
C1 C2 C3 0 0 11 0 0
0.45 0.55 0
 Item in Cluster 3Item in Cluster 1
Item in any cluster other than Cluster 3
This is what our H should look like at the end of the factorization process. One
way to explicitely define that is by incorporating it into the update rule as follows.
f(A,H,W ) = α‖A−HW‖2F + β‖H − C‖2F (3.16)
We call the new term the penalty term. α and β assign weights to the conven-
tional factorization and the clustering constraint. When β=0, the factorization is
the conventional NMF, α = 0 results in factorization where the data are factorizated
towards the cluster centroid. We can see the effect of varying values of α and β from
the Figures 4.8 to 4.17 in Chapter 4.
3.4.1 Update Formula
The gradient of the functions f(A,H,W ) consists of two parts:
∂f(A,H,W )
∂H
and ∂f(A,H,W )
∂W
which are respectively partial derivatives to elements in H and W . From the Karush-
Kush-Turcker (KKT) optimality condition, (W , H) is a stationary point if and only
if
Hia ≥ 0 and Wbj ≥ 0
∂f(A,H,W )ia
∂H
= 0 and
∂f(A,H,W )bj
∂W
= 0
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Optimization methods for NMF produce a sequence {Hk,W k}∞k=1 of iterations.
Mathematical derivation for update formula
Let,
Q = ‖A−HW‖2F
= tr((A−HW )T (A−HW ))
= tr(ATA− ATHW −W THTA+W THTHW )
= tr(ATA)− 2tr(ATHW ) + tr(W THTHW ) (3.17)
also let,
L = ‖H − C‖2F
= tr((H − C)T (H − C))
= tr(HTH −HTC − CTH + CTC)
= tr(HTH − 2HTC + CTC) (3.18)
• H fixed and W changing,
δf(A,H,W )
δW
=
δ(α‖A−HW‖2F − β‖H − C‖2F )
δW
= α
δ(Q)
δW
− β δ(‖H − C‖
2
F )
δW
= −2αδ(tr((A
THW )))
δW
+ α
δ(tr((W THTHW )))
δW
= −2αHTA+ 2αHTHW (3.19)
• W fixed and H changing
δf(A,H,W )
δH
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=
δ(α‖A−HW‖2F − β‖H − C‖2F )
δH
= α
δ(Q)
δH
− β δ(‖H − C‖
2
F )
δH
(3.20)
We know, the first term gives,
α
δQ
δH
= −2αAW T + 2αHWW T (3.21)
The second term gives,
β
δ‖H − C‖2F
δH
= β2H − 2C + 0
= 2βH − 2βC (3.22)
Combining (3.21) and (3.22) in (3.20),
δf(A,H,W )
δH
= −2αAW T + 2αHWW T + 2βH − 2βC
= 2αHWW T + 2βH − 2αAW T − 2βC (3.23)
For optimal solution δf(A,H,W )
δW
=0 and δf(A,H,W )
δH
=0. Hence,
HTAHTHW = I
H(αWW T + β) (αAW T + βC) = I
where,  represents element-wise division, I denotes identity matrix. This gives
rise to the update formulas for W and H as
Wi,j = Wi,j
[HTA]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
(3.24)
Hi,j = Hi,j
[αAW T + βC]ij
[H(αWW T + β)]ij
(3.25)
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3.4.2 Objective Function
As mentioned earlier, the objective function needs to be changed to incorporate the
constraint. Let us start with our initial formula:
f(A,H,W ) = α‖A−HW‖2F + β‖H − C‖2F (3.26)
The Objective here is to not only make ‖A−HW‖2F smaller but to make the sum
of both terms in the above equation small, which gives rise to,
min
H≥0,W≥0
(α‖A−HW‖2F + β‖H − C‖2F ) (3.27)
This is the objective function that will be used to check the convergence. If the value
is below a certain threshold the NMF process is considered to have converged.
3.5 Convergence of the method
Convergence of the method is discussed in the next chapter (Section 4.6).
3.6 Algorithm
In this section, we present the Constrained NMF algorithm for the data pattern
hiding. The algorithm is as in Algorithm 2:
Original data matrix A, k, C, tol, maxIter, mainIter, α, β are the input to the
algorithm. The tol provides the stopping criterion, in other words measurement of
convergence, maxIter limits the number of updates to perform in H and W before
stopping an NMF if convergence is not achieved. The output from the algorithm is
the two matrices H and W , such that Ã = H ×W ≈ A, where all the confidential
data are hidden. The constrained NMF algorithm is run for a certain number of
iterations and checked each time if the desired pattern hiding is achieved. If there
are any side effects the algorithm continues to perform NMF other wise it stops. It
does not show how the side-effect is calculated in the algorithm above. It does so by
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Algorithm 2: Constrained NMF
input : A ∈ Rn×m+ , 0 < k  min(n,m), C ∈ Rn×k+ ,mainItr, tol,maxItr, α, β
output: H ∈ Rn×k+ ,W ∈ Rk×m+
Initialize H and W with the random initial estimates
H
(0)
i,j ⇐ nonnegativevalue, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k
W
(0)
i,j ⇐ nonnegativevalue, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
for i← 1 to mainItr do
for j ← 1 to maxItr do
Hi,j ← Hi,j [αAW
T+βC]ij
[H(αWWT+β)]ij
Wi,j ← Wi,j [H
TA]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
Calculate new Â
if value(Objective Function)≤ tol then
break
if sideeffect=0 then
break
Change value of α
Change value of β
comparing the k-means result on the modified data with the k-means result on the
original data for the non-confidential data and comparing against what we wanted in
the beginning for the confidential data.
3.7 Complexity
The computational complexity of CNMF can be broken down into two parts: k-
means phase and the NMF phase. One simple rule of thumb to set the number of
clusters for any dataset is k ≈
√
n/2 with n as the number of objects (data points)
[48]. Regarding computational complexity, finding the optimal solution to the k-
means clustering problem for observations in m dimensions is NP-hard. However,
there are efficient heuristic algorithms that are commonly employed and converge
quickly to a local optimum. If k and m are fixed, the problem can be solved in time
O(nmk+1 log n), where n is the number of entities to be clustered [28].
Let r be the number of iterations then computational complexity of multiplicative
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NMF is given by [41] as r ∗ O(nmk). Hence, the computational complexity of our
method will be
Time Complexity = O(rnmk) +O(nmk+1 log n).
3.8 Experimental Results
The following sections present our experimental results with different datasets.
3.8.1 Experiment 1
Figure 3.1: Not in a cluster (IRIS) Figure 3.2: In a cluster (IRIS)
Two types of changes were made, the first was in a cluster change with graphs
as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.4 while the second was not in a cluster change shown
in Figures 3.1 and 3.3 . We kept the α (0.5) and β (0.5) equal for this experiment.
Experiment was done to observe the number of iterations it took to make all of the
changes. The algorithm was unable to get convergence for more than 15 items for
not in a cluster change while the number goes beyond 25 for in a cluster change in
the case of IRIS data. Similar observation was made for the YEAST data. It can be
concluded from the experiment that it takes a lot fewer iterations to make the in a
cluster change compared to not in a cluster change. It can be attributed to the fact
that one element in a row of the matrix H needs to be significantly large compared
to the others for it to work efficiently.
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Figure 3.3: Not in a cluster (YEAST) Figure 3.4: In a cluster (YEAST)
3.8.2 Experiment 2
Table 3.1: Classes for α and β
Class α β
1 0.1 0.9
2 0.2 0.8
3 0.3 0.7
4 0.4 0.6
5 0.5 0.5
6 0.6 0.4
7 0.7 0.3
8 0.8 0.2
9 0.9 0.1
Next experiment was to study the relation between the values of α and β with
the number of confidential subjects in order to achieve convergence. We performed
this experiment both with the IRIS and the YEAST data. For each dataset, we
ran experiment for small p (total number of changes) and larger p. One thing to
remember is that the number of in a cluster changes were equal to the number of not
in a cluster changes.
Initially, α = 0.9 and β = 0.1 and then the value of α was decreased by 0.1 and
value of β was increased by 0.1, the aim is to keep (α+β) = 1, so that our estimated
solution does not diverge from the actual solution. Experiment was repeated again,
but this time with the initial value of α = 0.1 and β = 0.9 and increase the value
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of α by 0.1 and decrease β by 0.1. Each of the experiment was performed 100 times
and to see what region in terms of values of α and β gives the most convergence.
We can see from Figure 3.5 that, when p is small, we get most convergence in that
class of α and β combination where we start the iteration from, but as we increased
p to 26 as in Figure 3.6, we can see that most convergence occurs in the region where
β > α.
Figure 3.5: IRIS data with p=10 Figure 3.6: IRIS data with p=26
Figure 3.7: YEAST data with p=10 Figure 3.8: YEAST data with p=38
Similar observation was made for the YEAST data from Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
When p is small values of α and β do not play an important part in the convergence.
When p grows large then the distribution shifts towards the region with smaller β
and greater α, indicating that to change larger number of data the values of α and
β should be in this particular range. The value of α and β basically depends upon
the data. As in the case of IRIS data it was β > α but for YEAST data it was more
β < α region.
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3.8.3 Experiment 3
In the previous experiment we saw that, convergence depends on the value of α and
β depending upon p. In this experiment, we tried to study the relation between the
total number of changes (change in cluster membership of the data) and the given
size of data. The following tables show that total number of changes that were made
successfully with different amount of data.
Table 3.2: IRIS Changes and data size
Data Size Changes
60 10
90 14
120 20
150 24
Table 3.3: YEAST Changes and data size
Data Size Changes
150 50
180 70
240 90
300 110
360 140
420 140
450 150
480 150
It can be seen from the Tables 3.2 and 3.3 that the maximum number of patterns
that could be hidden depends on the size of the dataset we are operating on. The
higher the number of elements we seek to hide in the given dataset, the more difficult
it gets.
3.9 Conclusion
The chapter proposed a novel method of DPH through the use of NMF. The pro-
posed technique provides a way to explicitly integrate the clustering constraint into
the objective function of NMF, which results in the factorization of the matrix such
that data members cluster membership are as defined by the clustering matrix. The
membership of a confidential data can be changed by defining different cluster mem-
bership through the clustering matrix. The second benefit of the proposed method
is that it not only changes the membership of the confidential data but also changes
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the values of the other members and its attributes which is always a desirable feature
for PPDM. The third benefit comes from the fact that each factorization is unique
depending up on the initialization of matrices H and W .
As the experiments have shown, NMF does have some issues like the limitation
in the number of membership changes that could be done in a fixed dataset and the
varying value of α and β that provides convergence. Hence, one needs to be aware of
these issues to use NMF to the full potential. NMF is a computationally expensive
process but improvement can be achieved by technique like better initialization of
the matrices H and W .
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Chapter 4 Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for Data Value
Hiding
4.1 Introduction
Most privacy-preserving data mining methods apply a transformation which reduces
the effectiveness of the underlying data when data mining methods or algorithms are
applied. In fact, there is a natural tradeoff between privacy and accuracy, though this
tradeoff is affected by the particular algorithm which is used for privacy-preservation.
A key issue is to maintain maximum utility of the data without compromising the
underlying privacy constraints.
Since the perturbed data may often be used for mining and management purposes,
its utility needs to be preserved. Therefore, the data mining and privacy transfor-
mation techniques need to be designed effectively, so as to preserve the utility of the
results.
In the earlier chapter, we introduced CNMF based data pattern hiding technique.
The same technique can be used for data distortion. In this chapter we concentrate on
data value hiding and study the utility of the distorted data. Work of [70, 65] has been
on hiding exact data value using SVD and NMF based techniques. Based on some
mathematical derivations, we propose a few novel data distortion strategies. The first
technique is called the Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (CNMF) and
the second one is Sparsified CNMF. We study the distortion level of each of these
algorithms with the other matrix based techniques like SVD and NMF. K-means is
used to study the data utility of the two proposed methods.
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4.2 Motivation
Matrix H resulting from the NMF represents additive combination for each subject
which is the indicators for the cluster membership, while matrix W represents co-
efficients for clusters. Wang et al. [65] tried to apply this idea for DPH, they find
out cluster membership of data by finding the largest element in the factor vector
from H, provided factor vectors are related to the cluster property of the subjects.
In such cases, we can improve the result of clustering from the NMF algorithm, if we
could somehow make one of the element of vectors in H significantly larger than the
other elements. We need to introduce additional constraint that will be implicitly
defined into the update rule to achieve this goal, that is where the idea of introducing
constrained NMF for distortion comes from. This can be a very effective method for
data distortion while still maintaining the data cluster property.
4.3 Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (CNMF)
This technique is similar to the one we discussed in the earlier section with the
exception that the matrix C is entirely initialized based on the k-means result on the
original data.
4.4 Sparsified Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (SCNMF)
The work in [22] performs sparsification on SVD while the work in [59] performs
sparsification on NMF both with the aim of removing the noise as well as reducing the
storage space. The whole objective of Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
is to have the factor vectors with one of the elements significantly large and other
elements with insignificant magnitude. Ideally, one of the elements should be 1 and
the rest of them will be zero but in practice one element is large in magnitude and the
rest of them are small numbers. In this method, we plan to change the numbers that
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are insignificant to 0. What is a significant value?, it can be a whole new research
area to determine the magnitude of the significant number. For our research purpose,
we fix the value of what we consider a significant number and try to see the output.
hi,j =

hi,j if |hi,j| ≥ δ
0 otherwise
δ is a threshold value against which we check the elements of matrix H.
4.5 Cluster-Aware Compression based Constrained Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization
Cluster-Aware Compression based Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(ComNMF) is the third constraint based method that we propose in this chapter.
Drawback of random perturbation is that the added noise distorts the distances be-
tween the data points which leads to poor clustering accuracy. The situation can
be explained by Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, the figures demonstrate how the subjects
tend to shift to different cluster as the noise is introduced. Higher level of distortion
results in higher level of subject movement between the clusters.
We can proceed by adding noise in the direction of the cluster centroid, so that
the items remain in their original cluster. We need a way to embed that information
into the NMF algorithm itself. One extreme view is if all the points collapse to their
Figure 4.1: Original Clusters Figure 4.2: Clusters after perturbation
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(a) Initial clusters (b) Transformed clusters 
Figure 4.3: Compressed Clusters
corresponding cluster centroids, it would result in perfectly accurate cluster but the
overall utility of the data is lost. So, we need a way to add noise in the direction of
the centroid which reduces the distance between two points in the same cluster and
between a given point and the centroid of the cluster it belongs to.
The Figure 4.3 shows the case where perturbation is performed towards the cluster
centroid. The method is more useful for the cases where the distance between the
cluster centroid is close to the sum of radius of two centroids. The situation can be
explained from the Figure 4.4 where r is the radius of the first cluster, R is the radius
of the second cluster, while D is the shortest distance between the two clusters. As
Figure 4.4: Distance between clusters
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the D decreases, even a slight distortion is enough to make change in the cluster
membership.
Objective Function
Let the dataset A has k cluster centroids represented as c1, c2, ..., ck. Similar to the
previous chapter, we have two objectives: traditional factorization and compression
towards center. Compression towards center can be achieved by having subjects that
tend towards the cluster centroids. We define the second part of the objective by
defining a matrix CL which is the matrix A where each subject is replaced by their
respective cluster centroid. Let centroid(i) gives centriod of the cluster to in which
the item i belongs. Then CL can be represented as;
centroid(A1)
centroid(A2)
.
centroid(An)

Then the objective function can be written as
f(A,H,W ) = α‖A−HW‖2F + β‖HW − CL‖2F (4.1)
‖HW − CL‖2F represents the compression contrainst in the above equation. The
function not only makes ‖A−HW‖2F smaller but also makes the sum of both terms
in the above equation small, which gives rise to
min
H≥0,W≥0
(α‖A−HW‖2F + β‖HW − CL‖2F ) (4.2)
This is the objective function that will be used to check the convergence. The value
below certain threshold indicates the convergence of the method.
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Update Formula
Mathematical derivation for update formula if provided in the following section. Let,
Q = ‖A−HW‖2F
= tr((A−HW )T (A−HW ))
= tr(ATA− ATHW −W THTA+W THTHW )
= tr(ATA)− 2tr(ATHW ) + tr(W THTHW ) (4.3)
also let,
L = ‖HW − CL‖2F
= tr((HW − CL)T (HW − CL))
= tr(W THTH −W THTCL − CTLHW + CTLCL)
= tr(HTH − 2W THTCL + CTLCL) (4.4)
• H fixed and W changing,
δf(A,H,W )
δW
=
δ(α‖A−HW‖2F − β‖HW − CL‖2F )
δW
= α
δ(Q)
δW
− β δ(‖HW − CL‖
2
F )
δW
= −2αδ(tr((A
THW )))
δW
+ α
δ(tr((W THTHW )))
δW
= −2αHTA+ 2αHTHW (4.5)
We know, the first term gives,
α
δQ
δW
= −2αHTA+ 2αHTHW (4.6)
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The second term gives,
β
δ‖HW − CL‖2F
δW
= 2β(HTHW − 2HTCL)
= 2βHTHW − 2βHTCL (4.7)
Combining (4.10))] and (4.11)) in (4.9),
δf(A,H,W )
δH
= −2αHTA+ 2αHTHW + 2βHTHW − 2βHTCL
= 2αHTHW + 2βHTHW − 2αHTA− 2βHTCL (4.8)
• W fixed and H changing
δf(A,H,W )
δH
=
δ(α‖A−HW‖2F − β‖HW − CL‖2F )
δH
= α
δ(Q)
δH
− β δ(‖HW − CL‖
2
F )
δH
(4.9)
We know, the first term gives
α
δQ
δH
= −2αAW T + 2αHWW T (4.10)
The second term gives
β
δ‖HW − CL‖2F
δH
= 2β(HWW T − 2CLW T )
= 2βHWW T − 2βCLW T (4.11)
Combining (4.10) and (4.11) in (4.9),
δf(A,H,W )
δH
= −2αAW T + 2αHWW T + 2βHWW T − 2βCLW T
= 2αHWW T + 2βHWW T − 2αAW T − 2βCLW T (4.12)
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For optimal solution δf(A,H,W )
δW
=0 and δf(A,H,W )
δH
=0. Hence,
HTHW (α + β) (αHTA+ βHTCL) = I
HWW T (α + β) (αAW T + βCLW T ) = I
where,  represents element-wise division, I denotes identity matrix. This gives
rise to the update formulas for W and H as,
Wi,j = Wi,j
[αHTA+ βHTCL]i,j
[HTHW (α + β)]i,j
Hi,j = Hi,j
[αAW T + βCLW
T ]ij
[(α + β)HWW T ]ij
Since α+β=1, it can be simplified to,
Wi,j = Wi,j
[αHTA+ βHTCL]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
(4.13)
Hi,j = Hi,j
[αAW T + βCLW
T ]ij
[HWW T ]ij
(4.14)
4.6 Convergence
The discussion in this section applies to both CNMF and ComNMF. We consider
ComNMF for the discussion on convergence. The process is similar for CNMF.
4.6.1 Convergence of ComNMF
We start with the Equation (4.13) (update rule for W ), given as
Wi,j = Wi,j
[αHTA+ βHTCL]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
(4.15)
= Wi,j
[HT (αA+ βCL)]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
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where CL is the cluster matrix composed of the centroids. Let a constant G be defined
such that
G = αA+ βCL (4.16)
which results to
Wi,j = Wi,j
[HTG]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
(4.17)
The above equation is the same form as the original multiplicative NMF update rules
proposed by Lee and Seung [57]. So, the convergence of our constraints based NMF
is as good as the multiplicative update itself. We can proceed similarly for the H
matrix.
However, it has been pointed out in the literature [41, 25] that such multiplicative
update properties do not guarantee the convergence to a stationary point. Gonzales
and Zhang [25] numerically showed that multiplicative udpate may fail to converge
to a stationary point. Lin [41] claimed that due to possible numerical inaccuracy, a
mathematical example is desired before drawing conclusions. Thus the convergence
issue remains open [40].
4.7 Algorithm
The algorithm consists of two phases; the first is the Constrained NMF phase which
results in the modified version of the original data by imposing the clustering con-
straint. As can be seen, the update rule and the objective functions are different from
the conventional NMF algorithm. The second phase is basically the sparsification of
the modified data. Threshold value for the sparsification process is passed as the
parameter to the algorithm. Algorithm 3, shows the details of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 3: Sparsified and Constrained NMF
input : A ∈ Rn×m+ , 0 < k  min(n,m), C ∈ Rn×k+ , tol,maxItr, α, β, stol
output: H ∈ Rn×k+ ,W ∈ Rk×m+
Initialize H and W with the random initial estimates
H
(0)
i,j ⇐ nonnegativevalue1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k
W
(0)
i,j ⇐ nonnegativevalue1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%constrained NMF process
for p← 1 to maxItr do
Hi,j ← Hi,j [αAW
T+βC]ij
[H(αWWT+β)]ij
Wi,j ← Wi,j [H
TA]i,j
[HTHW ]i,j
Calculate new Ã
if value(Objective Function)≤ tol then
break
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Sparsification Process
for i← 1 to n do
for j ← 1 to k do
if |Hi,j| ≤ stol then
Hi,j = 0
4.8 Complexity
The computational complexities of CNMF, ComNMF methods remain the same as
discussed in Section 3.7. With regard to SNMF, there is an extra step of sparsification
in addition to regular CNMF process. As sparsification is performed for all the items
in the H matrix, the complexity is O(mn).
TimeComplexity = O(rnmk) +O(nmk+1 log n) +O(mn)
= O(rnmk) +O(nmk+1 log n) (4.18)
where r is the number of iterations for the factorization.
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4.9 Experiments
We conduct our experiments on two data sets namely Connectionist Bench Dataset
and Yeast Dataset. We show the effectiveness of our method by comparing with
following standard distortion techniques;
• Noise Additive perturbation
In our study we observe the characteristics of two additive perturbation meth-
ods: Random Noise (RD) and Normal Noise (ND). Work on additive noise was
first publicized by Kim [32] with the general expression that
Z = X + ε (4.19)
Where Z is the transformed data point, X is the original data point and ε is
the noise.
• Singular Value Decomposition perturbation (SVD)
Wang et al. in [67] proposed use of Truncated SVD (SVD) method for pertur-
bation of data. The first step is to create a rank-k approximation Ak to the
matrix A by defining
Ak = Uk
∑
k V
T
k
where Uk contains the first columns of U ,
∑
k contains the k largest nonzero
singular values of A , and V Tk contains the first k rows of V
T . It has been proven
that the distance between A and its rank-k approximation is minimized by the
approximation Ak in the sense of the Frobenius norm.
Wang defined Ek = A−Ak as the noise in the original matrix A. Hence, using
Ak instead of A may yield better mining accuracy. The distorted data Ak can
preserve privacy because of the difference between A and Ak, as it is difficult
to figure out the values of A from those of Ak without the knowledge of Ek.
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Table 4.1: Yeast Dataset
Distortion Methods VD RP RM Accuracy (%)
Level 1
RD 0.140404 254.925303 0.005215 76.177658
ND 0.128468 166.087315 0.016487 90.24226
SVD 0.146576 287.686575 0.004038 64.872140
NMF 0.148205 291.939435 0.002608 60.632571
CNMF 0.138215 345.782301 0.002608 99.865410
SCNMF(δ=0.03) 0.138496 347.839166 0.002187 99.865410
ComNMF 0.140179 315.110027 0.006393 100.00
Level 2
RD 0.170296 266.961642 0.004206 72.274563
ND 0.164019 172.601615 0.013627 87.146703
SVD 0.182865 342.139637 0.002187 45.423957
NMF 0.177955 342.825370 0.002019 52.960969
CNMF 0.191650 352.731326 0.001851 88.963661
SCNMF(δ=0.03) 0.191680 352.373822 0.001682 89.703903
ComNMF 0.180322 352.660498 0.001935 90.57
Hence, Ak can be seen as a distorted copy of A and a faithful representation of
the original data.
• NMF based distortion
Wang et al. in [66] proposed the use of NMF for data distortion. NMF provides
compact representation with reduced-rank while preserving dominant data pat-
terns. Wang proposed to use rank reduced matrix as distorted data.
4.9.1 Experiment 1
In the first experiment, we tried to observe the difference in terms of accuracy between
different algorithms. We kept the VD same and analyzed the the utility of the
data. As mentioned earlier, we used k-means to validate the results. The results as
demonstrated by the experiments clearly show the Constrained NMF and its sparsified
version clearly have an edge over the other methods. From Table 4.1, we can clearly
see that the CNMF based algorithm performs far better than other methods if we
look at the VD, RM and accuracy.
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Table 4.2: Connectionist Bench Dataset
Distortion Methods VD RP RM Accuracy (%)
Level 1
RD 0.509603 24.637981 0.053205 95.673077
ND 0.500168 24.524840 0.054487 96.153846
SVD 0.333235 51.879006 0.008013 98.076923
NMF 0.333409 51.900962 0.007131 97.596154
CNMF 0.347916 53.728205 0.006330 97.596154
SCNMF(δ=0.03) 0.347916 53.728205 0.006330 97.596154
ComNMF 0.355190 52.416667 0.007853 100.00
Level 2
RD 80.446735 39.030288 0.014423 47.115385
ND 65.882012 41.075000 0.013301 78.365385
The Table 4.2 provides some extra insight. We can see that distortion level in
terms of VD for RD and ND are higher than for the factorization based techniques;
the accuracy does reflect the distortion level. If we consider level 2, then we were not
able to distort the data to match the same level of distortion as RD and ND.
4.9.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we examined how the accuracy of CNMF changes as we
change the convergence threshold for the NMF algorithm. We calculate the conver-
gence using Equation(3.1). Figure 4.5 is the graph plotted between the threshold
level set and the clustering accuracy. This is however the result observed for NMF
without sparsification. As can be seen from the Figure 4.5, it is required to get as
Figure 4.5: Accuracy Vs Convergence (Yeast)
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Table 4.3: Accuracy with different sparsification threshold value
No Sparsification δ = 0.03 δ = 0.06
VD Accuracy (%) VD Accuracy (%) VD Accuracy (%)
0.137521 100.00 0.137521 100.00 0.137521 100.00
0.138215 99.86541 0.138496 99.86541 0.138851 99.86541
0.14698 96.096904 0.146691 96.366083 0.147567 96.702557
0.183637 76.648721 0.183433 76.9179 0.183431 77.254374
0.19165 88.963661 0.19168 89.703903 0.19214 91.453567
0.242631 30.215343 0.242752 29.946164 0.243098 32.368775
close as possible to the convergence region for the clustering result to be accurate. As
the threshold becomes much larger than the convergence value the accuracy of the
method drops drastically. Thus it is important that we have the convergence to gain
higher utility level.
4.9.3 Experiment 3
Our third experiment was to test the change in accuracy as a result of change in
threshold value for sparsification.
Figure 4.6: Change in Accuracy due to sparsification (Yeast)
From the Table 4.3 and the Figure 4.6, there is slight increase in accuracy of
the clustering if we use the sparsification, for convenience we showed δ = 0.03 and
δ = 0.06 only. Right now, we do not have a way to determine which value of δ
will perform better, it is something that has to be determined empirically. Plot for
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CNMF and δ=0.03 are highly overlapping, making it difficult to observe the plot in
Figure 4.6.
4.9.4 Experiment 4
Our fourth experiment was to observe how the compression based NMF performs on
the real dataset. We show our result with IRIS dataset as it has fewer number of
attributes resulting in easier visualization.
The Figure 4.7 shows the difference in result we get from compressed NMF against
the regular NMF. Each of the clusters is more dense in case of compressed NMF
compared to conventional NMF.
Figure 4.7: Compressed NMF Vs Regular NMF
We extend this experiment to find out if the cluster radius can be controlled
implicitely through NMF. As can be seen, by varying the values of α and β we can
control the radius of the cluster. As β increased from 0.1 to 1, the cluster almost
shrunk to a point. This can be a useful feature in cases where we lack clear separation
between two different clusters.
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Figure 4.8: α = 0.9, β = 0.1 Figure 4.9: α = 0.8, β = 0.2
Figure 4.10: α = 0.7, β = 0.3 Figure 4.11: α = 0.6, β = 0.4
Figure 4.12: α = 0.5, β = 0.5 Figure 4.13: α = 0.4, β = 0.6
4.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced new methods to distort the original data matrix:
Constrained NMF, Sparsified CNMF, and Compressed NMF. We compared the per-
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Figure 4.14: α = 0.3, β = 0.7 Figure 4.15: α = 0.2, β = 0.8
Figure 4.16: α = 0.1, β = 0.9 Figure 4.17: α = 0.0, β = 1.0
formance of these methods both on data privacy level and data utility level to several
existing strategies in privacy-preserving data mining, including two noise additive
techniques, SVD, and NMF method. The experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed strategies can perform much better than the existing methods in terms of
clustering accuracy. Another observation was that matrix factorization based meth-
ods do not permit the same level of distortion as the additive random perturbation
based methods.
The methods based on NMF are much more robust when it comes to privacy attack.
When the methods like RD and RN are used, the random noise can be filtered out
from the perturbed data and the privacy can be compromised. The accuracy of the
cluster with the methods like RD and RN depends on the distance between the clus-
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ters. If the clusters are well separated then accuracy can be fairly good but in case
where the clusters are close, the accuracy decreases rapidly. Accuracy of ComNMF
does not depend on the distance between the clusters.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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Chapter 5 Correlation-Aware Data Perturbation for Linear Classifiers
Some of the methods in PPDM are suited for particular data mining techniques
[20], while others are generic techniques that do not take into consideration the data
mining techniques that need to be used [3], [9].
Our research work in this chapter falls into the former category, where perturbing
the data is based on the technique that is used for classification. Our efforts address
perturbation for linear regression (LR) which is one of the most popular classification
tools.
5.1 Correlation-Aware Data Perturbation for Logistic Regression
LR depends on the correlation between the attributes and the class label. The ap-
proach accomodates that aspect. We start with LR followed by L1-logistic regression
and discuss the need for it. Very little work has been carried out on privacy preserving
LR. Chaudhuri et al. [8] provide a privacy-preserving regularized logistic regression
based on a privacy preserving technique. Difference between the two methods is that,
their work modifies the technique in itself while our method aims at perturbing the
data. Li et al. [38] proposed adding auto-correlated noise to the streams of data based
on principal component analysis (PCA). It falls into the category of generic pertur-
bation. We call the method proposed in this capter as Context-Aware Perturbation
also referred to as CAP in the following sections.
5.2 Introduction
Typical use-case scenario addressed in our work is as follows:
Let P1 and P2 be parties owning private databases D1 and D2 repectively. D1 is
a large database compared to D2 which makes D1 ideal for learning knowledge. P2
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wants to perform data mining and create a model based on D1 which can be applied
to D2 for the prediction problem. P1 does not trust P2 and wants to make sure that
P2 is not given any private information. In the rest of the text we represent D1 by
T and D2 by V.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.3 presents background about LR
and the prediction problem, Section 5.4 formulates our problem statement while
Section 5.5 discusses a couple of methods that achieve higher correlation with pertur-
bation. The Section 5.5.2 presents our overall process and some properties of CAP.
Problem with non-regularized LR leads to our selection of L1-regularized logistic re-
gression which is discussed in Section 5.6. Experimental observations are presented
in Section 5.7. We discuss extension to multiclass problem in Section 5.8.
5.3 Preliminaries
Before we define the privacy model, we will note a few preliminary points. We assume
that each subject in the database is a real vector. Database contains several attributes
where each has values x1, ......., xn, where xi ∈ R.
5.3.1 Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a linear classifier that has been widely used in data mining for
the purpose of prediction and classification [31]. A model is defined as logistic if the
expression for probability of output = 1, given x can be expressed as;
P (y = 1|x1, x2, ....., xk) =
1
1 + e−(α+
∑
βixi)
(5.1)
where, α, βi are the unknown parameters. βi are the regression coefficients. As in
Figure 5.1 output is always in between 0 and 1. This and S-shaped description of
the combined effect make logistic regression particularly useful [33]. Representing
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Figure 5.1: The logistic function with β0 + β1x1 + e on the horizontal axis and P (x)
on the vertical axis
P (y = 1|x1, x2, ....., xk) as P (y)
P (y) =
1
1 + e−(α+
∑
βixi)
(5.2)
Let us define a function such that:
logit−1(a) =
1
1 + e−a
(5.3)
where logit−1(a) is the inverse logit function. From Equation (5.2) and Equa-
tion (5.3), we have
logitP (y) = α +
∑
βixi (5.4)
From above equation, we can see that logitP (y) and xi are linearly dependent.
5.3.2 Predictor Attributes Vs Nonpredictor Attributes
Logistic regression assumes that no extraneous variables are included, which in a
real-world dataset is hard to confirm. Extraneous variables refer to the independent
attributes which do not contribute to the dependent attribute or the class attribute.
Generally dataset consists of both the important and unimportant predictor variables.
Hence, it becomes necessary that the perturbation techniques do not increase the
correlation between the independent attributes and class label that are unrelated.
We define a scalar value η called correlation threshold, which is the minimum
absolute value confirming that label does depend on the attribute. It is especially
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Nonpredictors .. Predictors .. Class label
Figure 5.2: Real World Dataset
true for real-world dataset as several attributes cannot be directly related. Different
dataset will have different value for η. Domain knowledge is needed for a proper
choice of δ. P1 would determine η. Using feature selection to choose between the
attributes can be a good research direction for the future.
5.4 Privacy Model
Most of the privacy preserving techniques have to address two key concerns: Pertur-
bation and classification. We formulate our problem as;
Problem 1. (Perturbation). Given a dataset A and the output label lc. How to obtain
the perturbed dataset Ã where ||A−Ã|| is as large as possible. In our implementation,
we want to obtain larger ||As− Ã||, where As is the ordered A based on the class label.
Problem 2. (Classification). Given a perturbed dataset Ã, the output label lc and
testset V . How to correctly predict the label for the testset.
Our second problem formulation is different from most of the other techniques.
Others consider reconstruction of original data to make the classification whereas we
perturb the test data before the classification, requiring knowledge of η for classifi-
cation. These problems are conflicting, the first one tries to perturb the data; the
second one tries to learn from the perturbed data. We achieve absolute privacy by
publishing nothing but it gives no utility, and publishing everything gives away all
the privacy.
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5.5 Approach
Increasing the perturbation results in lesser correlation between the attributes, which
leads to lesser utility as predictions are less accurate. Our idea is to increase the
correlation between the input attributes and class label or at least maintain it while
perturbing the data. There are a couple of ways that result in increased correla-
tion between attribute and class label which can be best illustrated by the following
examples.
5.5.1 Example
Approach 1
Shifting the attribute values away from the mean value as in Figure 5.4 increases the
correlation.
x y
45 0
35 0
55 1
64 1
Figure 5.3: Original dataset,
corr(x, y) = 0.8988
x y
↑ 50 0
↑ 42 0
↓ 65 1
↓ 74 1
Figure 5.4: Perturbed dataset,
corr(x, y) = 0.9402
Approach 2
Another way of increasing the correlation is to move the values towards the mean
value as in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.
The second method has better utility, as utility is directly related with variance.
More the variance less is the utility.
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x y
45 0
35 0
55 1
64 1
Figure 5.5: Original dataset,
corr(x, y) = 0.8988
x y
↓ 42 0
↑ 39 0
↓ 58 1
↑ 61 1
Figure 5.6: Perturbed dataset,
corr(x, y) = 0.9878
DF DFTrainset T Testset V
T̃ Ṽ
LR Model Validate DF
Figure 5.7: Process
5.5.2 Overall Process
Different to other perturbation methods, CAP distorts both the training set (T ) and
the test set (V ) before the classification as shown in Figure 5.7. Distortion of V
requires knowledge of η and uses T to compare the correlation. Algorithm 4 helps
in understanding the problem. If the correlation between the input attributes and
output label is more than threshold in T , we apply CAP to the particular attribute
in V . Knowledge of percent is not required to perturb V . As we want to preserve
the range of each of the attribute values in a class, random percentage of distortion
in between [0,100] is used for perturbing V .
Plot with the synthetic data
To illustrate the idea, the following figures show the histogram plot and the density
function of the synthetic data which has normal distribution centered at two different
centers. These figures demonstrate the behaviour of CAP for an attribute.
CAP makes the data more compact, which shares the idea proposed in [1, 54].
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(a) Histogram plot
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Figure 5.8: Original data and the Correlation-Aware Perturbed data
We follow the scheme only if the attributes and class label have correlation above the
threshold (η).
5.5.3 Algorithm
Algorithm 4 provides the details of the method. lsc represents the sorted class label
where class 0 is followed by class 1. We perturb each of the attributes separately
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Algorithm 4: Correlation-Aware Perturbation
input : A of size n×m , lc of size n× 1, η, percent
output: Ã of size n×m
// Sort rows of A based on lc, c is the number of items in class 0
As, lsc , c = Sort(A, lc ) ;
for j ← 1 to m do
// find mean for each class
µ0 = mean(1 : c, i);
µ1 = mean(c+ 1 : end, i) ;
if abs(corr(As(:, j), lsc(:, 1))) > η then
for i← 1 to n do
// Increase the correlation between As(:, j), lsc
if As(i, j) is in class 0 then
// move towards mean of class 0
range = (µ0 − As(i, j));
noise = rand ∗ range ∗ percent;
Ã(i, j) = A(i, j) + noise;
else
// move towards mean of class 1
range = (µ1 − As(i, j));
noise = rand ∗ range ∗ percent;
Ã(i, j) = As(i, j) + noise;
else
// Randomly perturb the data
range = max(As(:, j)−min(As(:, j)));
noise = (rand− 0.5) ∗ range ∗ percent;
Ã(:, j) = As(:, j) + noise;
based on the correlation between the attributes and the output label. Simple random
perturbation is performed if correlation is less than η. In each of the class, attributes
are perturbed so that they move towards the mean of the class if the correlation is
greater than or equal to η.
LR makes a fundamental assumption on the independence of attributes. The
independence assumption licenses the classifier to collect the evidence for a class
from individual attributes separately.
Lemma 1. Properties of CAP
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• Let µ and σ2 be the mean and variance of original data respectively. Simi-
larly, let µ̂ and σ̂2 be that for the perturbed dataset x̂Ni=1 then, statistically the
following relations hold: µ̂ = µ and σ̂2 ≤ σ2.
Proof. The proof can be easily formulated by considering class 0 and class 1
separately. Since,
µ =
µ0 × n1 + µ1 × n2
n
where, class 0 has mean = µ0 and n1 items. Similarly, class 1 has mean = µ1
and n2 items. From the Figure 5.8c, we can observe the effect of the method
on the distribution of the data. As long as the distortion percent ≤100% the
distorted value will be contained within the range defined by the highest and
the lowest values; hence, the method will statisfy the relation. This implies
that the perturbation method do not increase the variance of the important
attributes.
• Let us define the upper dataset extent values dmax = maxj abs(xj − µ) . Sim-
ilarly, for the distorted data d̂max = maxj abs(x̂j − µ̂). The extend of the
distorted dataset is not increased, i.e., d̂max ≤ dmax.
Proof. Let us consider one class at a time. Then for class 0, we can see
d̂max0 = max
j
abs(x̂j − µ̂0)
≤ max
j
abs(xj − µ0)
= dmax0 (5.5)
Same goes for class 1. For correlation preservation, it is desirable that the range
of attributes do not expand within the class.
Let x, y, z be the vectors such that corr(x, y) = ρxy , corr(y, z) = ρyz , corr(x, z)=ρxz.
Little can be said of ρxz based on ρxy and ρyz. [36] showed that:
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ρxyρyz −
√
(1− ρ2xy)(1− ρ2yz) ≤ ρxz
ρxz ≤ ρxyρyz +
√
(1− ρ2xy)(1− ρ2yz)
Thus, nothing can be inferred regarding the sign and magnitude of the correlation
ρxz although ρxy, ρyz both are positive. Which means ρxz can be anywhere from [-1,
1] unless ρxy and ρyz are significantly high.
Theorem 1. Let us consider that ρxy, ρyz > 0, then the increment in ρxy and ρyz leads
to the increment in ρxz .
Proof. Proof can be formulated with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) [51]
which is given by
ρ = 1− 6
∑
d2i
n(n2 − 1)
(5.6)
where
di = xi − yi (5.7)
ρxy can be expressed as
ρxy = 1−
6
∑
(xi − yi)2
n(n2 − 1)
(5.8)
Similarly,
ρyz = 1−
6
∑
(yi − zi)2
n(n2 − 1)
= 1− 6
∑
(zi − yi)2
n(n2 − 1)
ρ will increase only with the decrease in di, which means increase in ρxy is because
of decrease in distance between xi and yi. Similarly, increment in ρyz is a result of
decrease in distance between zi and yi and it leads to decrease in distance between
xi and zi, as both the values are approaching yi.
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Theorem 2. Let x, y, z be the vectors such that corr(x, y) = ρxy , corr(y, z) = ρyz
, corr(x, z)=ρxz and ρxy, ρyz < 0, then when both ρxy and ρyz decrease it leads to
decrement in ρxz .
Proof. Similar to earlier proof.
The theorem implies that the correlation among the independent attributes can
change even with the change in correlation between the independent attributes and
dependent attribute performed separately and independently. We show the problem
of colinearity in the following sections.
5.6 L1-regularized Logistic Regression
Logistic regression makes a few assumptions, one that is important to us is;
• The independent variables are not linear combinations of each other.
A careful observation reveals that changing the correlation between the attributes
and class label results in increased correlation between the input attributes, which is
a problem for conventional logistic regression. The problem is termed as collinearity
which refers to the condition of very high correlations among independent attributes,
leading to features being very much alike. A principal danger of such redundancy
is overfitting which occurs when a model captures idiosyncrasies of the input data,
rather than generalizing. There are a couple of work arounds to handle collinearity,
which are as follows:
• Collect more data.
• Remove features that are redundant.
For our purpose, the first option does not work as CAP with added data will also
lead to collinearity. This issue can be handled by removing redundant features. One
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Figure 5.9: Experiment 1: Misrate Vs VD, AUC Vs VD with LR
convenient method is to perform regularized logistic regression. We work with L1-
logistic regression which approximates feature selection and regularizes the function.
L1 logistic regression is the optimization problem, expressed as
min
N−1∑
n=0
− logP (yn|xn) + λ||β||1 (5.9)
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Figure 5.10: Spambase Dataset
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Figure 5.11: Magic Gamma Dataset
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Figure 5.12: Wine Quality Dataset
 
Figure 5.13: Legend
Figure 5.14: Experiment 2: Values of βi
where β is the regularization term, which forces prameters to be small. λ is a
scalar value that keeps the value of β under control.
5.7 Experiments
For the experimental purpose we have used VD as the perturbation metric. Misclas-
sification Rate and AUC are the utility metrics. We compare CAP with Random
Perturbation. Random perturbation is one of the most popular perturbation tech-
niques that can produce wide range of perturbations. Some of the matrix based
perturbations can only produce smaller amount of perturbation. In addition, the
level of confidentiality associated with random perturbation and CAP are compara-
ble. Methods like rotation pertubation are generally considered weaker methods as
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Figure 5.15: Experiment 2: Change in correlation between predictor attributes
privacy can be breached by knowing the angle of rotation. These reasons make ran-
dom perturbation an ideal choice for the comparision. We represent original dataset
with OD, CA perturbed dataset with CAP and Random Perturbed dataset with RP.
5.7.1 Datasets
The following datasets have been used for our study: Wine Quality Dataset, Spam-
base Dataset, and Magic Gamma Telescope Dataset.
5.7.2 Experiment 1: Non-regularized Logistic Regression
Figure 5.9 shows the results of our method with non-regularized LR. Although the
results for Spambase dataset is in-line with our expectation, it does not behave as
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Figure 5.16: Experiment 3: Misrate Vs VD. AUC Vs VD with regularized LR
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well with other datasets. CAP has higher misrate and gradually starts to get closer
to the results of random perturbation. Wine dataset has even worse AUC plot. The
following experiment provides the understanding of the observations that were made.
5.7.3 Experiment 2: Relation between Colinearity and CAP performance
In Figure 5.14, we plot minimum, maximum and the sum of the absolute value of βi
for each of the run with different V D. Experiment with βi of Wine Quality dataset
reveals why our method fails far behind the random perturbation. Values of βi are
extremenly large; the phenomenon which we discussed earlier as collinearity.
Second observation is depicted in Figure 5.15; it is a plot of the sum of correlation
coefficients between the attributes having correlation with class label > η. Ideally,
CAP should maintain the correlation up to certain distortion level as with Spambase
dataset and once it passed the threshold the correlation sum should decrease. In case
of Wine and Magic Gamma datasets the method fails to maintain the sum of the
correlation as there is only decreasing trend.
5.7.4 Experiment 3: L1-Regularized Logistic Regression
From Experiments 1 and 2 we can observe the problem with using LR. To mitigate
the problem of LR, we employ regularized LR. The results are depicted in Figure 5.16.
The regions that are in Figure 5.9 no longer exist. The AUC plot and the misrate plot
for Wine Quality dataset are better than with non-regularized LR. L1-regularized LR
does give better overall performance.
5.7.5 Experiment 4: Naive Bayes
In addition to LR, we observed the performance of CAP with another linear classifier:
naive Bayes (NB). It is interesting to observe that in Figure 5.17 CAP produces better
results than the original data with every dataset. The result can be attributed to the
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Figure 5.17: Experiment 4: AUC Vs VD with naive Bayes
strong independence assumption NB makes between the attributes. As CAP treats
every attribute separately, it results in the favorable observations.
5.7.6 Experiment 5: Decision Trees
In our last experiment, the aim was to validate if the same level of performance is
observed with non-linear classifiers. Our experiment used decision tree for the clas-
sification. We did not observe same level of performance; Accuracy was significantly
lower. This is the foundation for our research presented in next chapter where we
present detailed reasoning for the failure.
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5.8 Discussions
• Multi-class prediction problem Our analysis and observations have been
limited to two class classification problem. Extension to multi-class problem is
an obvious future step. Based on the type of class label, we can extend CAP
to cover multi-class problem.
– Case I: Class label with ordering : If the class label has some sort of ordering
like 1, 2, and 3 or bad, average, and great, in that case CAP should be
easily extendable. Each class can be assigned a numerical value and the
computation shall be done taking multi-class in consideration.
– Case II: Class label without any ordering : It can be a problem in the case
of yeast dataset where classes are nuclear, cytosolic, mitochondrial and so
forth. In such a case, it is hard to give a particular value to a particular
group. One likely solution is to compare two classes at a time, and give
those two classes number of either 0 or 1. However, practical feasibility of
the solution remains to be seen.
5.9 Conclusion
We compared our result with that of random perturbation. The proposed data per-
turbation technique outperforms random perturbation as our method uses statistical
analysis in addition to performing random perturbation. Our experiment on naive
Bayes shows that the method can be effectively applied to other linear classifiers.
CAP is a robust method compared to rotation based perturbation as privacy does
not depend on just the rotation value. We discussed issues like collinearity and non-
linear classification. Finally, possible approaches to handle multiclass classification
were presented.
Experiment with decision tree failed to extend the effectiveness shared with linear
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classifers. The next chapter of this dissertation is the extension for the non-linear
classification.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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Chapter 6 Neighborhood-Aware Data Perturbation for Non-linear
Classifiers
This chapter is the continuation of where we left off in the previous chapter. In our
previous work, we proposed a data distortion technique that considered the correlation
between attributes and class label. The idea was to maintain the correlation of the
more important attributes with the class label even with distortion. Although this
method was highly effective with linear classifiers, it was ineffective while handling
non-linear data classification. Our aim in this chapter is to address that important
issue. With the focus being shifted to non-linear classifiers, our idea still remains the
same; to take into consideration the relation between the different dimensions. In
this chapter we present a novel approach that can handle non-linear classification.
6.1 Motivation
The direct implementation of the CAP for classification using decision tree under-
performs. We closely obeserved the scenario to find the reason that can be explained
by the Figure 6.1.
Class 1
Class 1
Class 0
x1
x2
 
Figure 6.1: Problem with non-linear classification
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Decision tree partitions the data into different regions based on the tree that it
generates as in the Figure 6.1 where one class is sandwiched between the other classes.
The mean of class 1 will move closer to the mean of class 0, resulting in intermixing
of data from two separate classes. Hence, our method needs some alternations. A
modification can be to perform our method for each of the regions than for the class
itself. So, the mean will tend towards the mean of the region. We present our
observation with the modified CAP in the Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Modified CAP with Decision Trees
Although we can see that the technique works for the decision tree, but it fails to
achieve similar result with other non-linear classifiers especially SVMs. SVM operates
by implicitly changing lower dimentional data into higher dimension. Hence, a closer
and detailed study is presented in this chapter.
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The typical use-case scenario addressed in our work is similar to the earlier chapter:
Let P1 and P2 be parties owning private databases D1 and D2 repectively. D1 is a
large database compared to D2 which makes D1 ideal for learning knowledge. P2
wants to perform data mining and create a model based on D1 which can be applied
to D2 for the prediction problem. P1 does not trust P2 and wants to make sure that
P2 is not given any private information.
In the rest of the text we represent D1 by T and D2 by V . Our experimental studies
demonstrate the flexibility of our approach for privacy preserving as it works as good
with other non-linear classifer as it does with SVMs. The anonymized data closely
match the statistical characteristics of the original data.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 presents background on SVM
and Covariance; Section 6.3 formulates our problem statement, while Section 6.4
discusses the approach we devise. Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 present the properties
and algorithm for the proposed method. Section 6.7.1 presents perturbation and
utility metrics. Experimental observations are presented in Section 6.7.
6.2 Preliminaries
6.2.1 Support Vector Machines
SVM finds an optimal hyperplane that classifies linearly separable patterns with as
large margin as possible. In order to handle non-linear data, kernel functions are re-
quired. These functions provide implicit mapping of points into a higher dimensional
space so called feature space (H), where they can be linearly separable. It allows
SVM models to perform separations even with very complex boundaries.
Kernel functions
It is a function Φ, which maps the data points xi of the data space L to the feature
space H where a linear separation is possible.
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Φ : Rn(L)→ H
where L is lower dimensional space and H is higher dimensional space. Common
kernel functions are:
• Linear Kernel (LK) k(xi, xj) = 〈xi, xj〉
• Radial Basis Kernel (RBK) k(xi, xj) = exp(−||xi−xj ||
2
cσ20
)
• Combination of Kernels (CK) k(xi, xj) = λ1k1(xi, xj) + λ2k2(xi, xj)
• Multilayer Perceptor Kernel (MLK) k(xi, xj) = tanh(s〈xi, xj〉+ c)
The feature space H must be a Hilbert space, which is a vector space in which a
dot product (scalar product) is defined. The positive aspect about kernel function is
that we do not need to know what the feature space H actually looks like; we only
need the kernel function, which returns a measure of similarity. From the equations
above, we can observe that for LK, CK, and MLP kernel functions depend on the dot
product.
6.2.2 Covariance
Covariance gives the measure of how much two random variables change together.
Positive values of covariance indicate the tendency to show similar behavior, while
the negative values indicate the opposite behavior.
The covariance between two jointly distributed real-valued random variables x
and y is given as
σ(x, y) = E[(x− E[x])(y − E[y])] (6.1)
where E[x] is the expected value of x also known as the mean of x.
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6.2.3 Covariance Matrix
The covariance matrix captures the variance and linear correlation in multivari-
ate/multidimensional data. Eigenvectors of the covariance matrix can be used to
discover structural information about the data.
Figure 6.3: Eigenvectors of Covariance Matrix
The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix provides the important relations in a
dataset. As in Figure 6.3, u and v are two eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
for the 2-dimensional data with attributes x1 and x2. The first eigenvector(u) is the
direction of greatest variance, the second eigenvector (v) is the direction of greatest
variance among those that are orthogonal to the first eigenvector. Since the data is 2-
dimensional, the data does not have any other eigenvector. In this case, eigenvector(u)
is more important for the data than the eigenvector(v). We can preserve the data
utility by preserving the more important eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the
distorted dataset.
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6.2.4 Covariance and Inner Product
The covariance is closely related to the concept of inner product in the theory of
vector spaces. If x and y are real-valued random variables, define the inner product
of x and y by
〈x, y〉 = E(xy). (6.2)
An important property of expectation is the linearity property, which states
Definition 1. For any constants a, b ∈ R, y = ax + b is a random variable whose
expectation is E(y) = aE(x) + b.
Simplification of Equation (6.1) using Equation (6.2) combined with Definition 1
yields
σ(x, y) = E[(x− E[x])(y − E(y)]
= E[xy − xE[y]− E[x]y + E[x]E[y]
= E[xy]− E[x]E[y]− E[x]E[y] + E[x]E[y]
= E[xy]− E[x]E[y]
Equation (6.3) expresses covariance as the difference between expected value of
product of x, y and the product of expected value of x and the expected value of y.
Figure 6.4: Inner Product
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6.2.5 Singular Value Decomposition
Data distortion techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages, which makes
it hard to compare one method with another. Comparisions are meaningful when two
methods behave or operate on similar principles. In our study we have made the com-
parision with Truncated SVD (TSVD) as introduced in [67]. A good choice for the
rank of SVD could capture the main structure of a data collection and ignore the
irrelevant noise. TSVD eliminates the smallest singular vector first perserving the
dominating singular vectors and singular values that matter much to the dataset,
which corresponds to our methods when perturbation is performed in small locality
hence, preserving the singular vectors. Let A be a matrix of dimension n×m repre-
senting the original dataset. The rows of the matrix correspond to data objects and
the columns to attributes. The SVD of the matrix A can be written as
A = U
∑
V T where U is an n × n orthonormal matrix having the left singular
vectors of A as its columns,
∑
is an n × m diagonal matrix whose nonnegative
diagonal entries are the singular values in a descending order and V is an m × m
orthonormal matrix.
We can create a rank-k approximation Ak to the matrix A by defining, Ak =
Uk
∑
k V
T
k where Uk contains the first k columns of U ,
∑
k contains the k largest
nonzero singular values of A , and V Tk contains the first k rows of V
T .The truncated
rank k singular value decomposition represents the best minimum-variance linear
estimate Ã to A among all possible k-dimensional subspaces.
A theorem proven by Eckart and Young shows that the error in approximating a
matrix A by Ak can be written as
||A− Ak||F ≤ ||A−B||F (6.3)
where B is any matrix with rank k. F stands for Frobenius norm. [10] mentions that
truncated singular value decomposition A not only is the best approximation to A in
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the sense of norm, but also is the closest approximation to A in the sense of statistics.
6.3 Privacy Model
As we are trying to solve the same problem but for non-linear classifiers, the privacy
model can be referenced from Section 5.4.
6.4 Approach
As data distortion techniques change the structure of the data leading to change in
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Eigenvectors tell about the variance in data that
has highest importance. It is important to maintain the eigenvectors even in the
distorted dataset.
The only way we can preserve the covariance between x and y from Equation (6.3)
is to have the right hand side constant between the original matrix and distorted
matrix. This is possible if we were to operate in a small neighborhood, in that
case the covariance structure does not change much. This will lead to preservation
Algorithm 5: Neighborhood-Aware Perturbation
input : A of size n×m , lc of size n× 1, r
output: Ã of size n×m
As, lsc , c = nclassify(A, r ) ;
index = 1;
nc = unique(l
s
c) ;
for j ← 1 to nc do
tempdata = A(lsc == i, :);
[nt,mt] = size(tempdata);
// find mean for each class
µ0 = tempdata(1, :);
for i← 1 to nt do
for k ← 1 to mt do
Ã(index, k) = A(index, k) + 2 ∗ rand ∗ (µ0(k)− tempdata(i, k));
index = index+ 1;
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of covariance matrix that will eventually result in a similar eigenvector as will the
orginal matrix. Unlike Figure 6.1, the issue can be handled if neighborhood is taken
into consideration.
Hence, we define a threshold for neighborhood called neighborhood radius (r).
We perform in a group that lies within the radius of r. Domain expertise is needed to
decide on r as it depends on the data. We call the new method Neighborhood-Aware
Perturbation referred to as NAP.
6.4.1 Overall Process
Figure 5.7 shows the process in which both the trainset and the testset are perturbed,
which contrasts with the general approach. In our experimental results we have
considered both appraoches: one with perturbed testset and one without it.
6.5 Properties of NAP
Let f̂X represent a classifier f̂ trained with dataset X and f̂X(Y ) be the classification
result on dataset Y . Let T (X) be any transformation function, which transforms the
dataset X to another dataset X0. We use Err(f̂X(Y )) to denote the error rate of
classifier f̂X on testing data Y and let ε1 be some small real number, ε1 < 1.
Definition 2. A classifier f̂ is invariant to some transformation T if and only if
Err(f̂X(Y )) = Err(f̂T (X)(T (Y ))) + ε1 for any trainset X and testset Y .
We present some of the properties of NAP as follows:
Property 1. Value of r should be chosen in such a way that cov(x1, y)+cov(x, y1) < ε2
can be decided from the covariance between the attributes and the random noise,
where x, y are the attributes and x1 and y1 are the noise added to the attribute x
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and y respectively. ε2 is a small real number that represents the change in covariance
between x and y.
Proof. Since x1, y1 are random and independent, Cov(x1, y1) = 0. From the proper-
ties of covariance, we know
= Cov(x∗, y∗)
= Cov(x+ x1, y + y1)
= Cov(x, y + y1) + Cov(x1, y + y1)
= Cov(x, y) + Cov(x, y1) + Cov(x1, y) + Cov(x1, y1)
= Cov(x, y) + Cov(x, y1) + Cov(x1, y) (6.4)
Algorithm 6: Algorithm to classify small neighborhood nclassify
input : A of size n× n , r
output: Ac of size n×m, lc
// initialize variables
classc = 0;
Ac = [];
lc = [];
index = 0;
// Do until any items are left
while A 6= [] do
// select a item from the matrix
item0 = A(0, :);
m = size(A)− 1;
classc = classc + 1;
lc(index) = classc;
Ac(index) = A(0, :);
// Do it for every remaining item
for i← 1 to m do
// Check if the two items are close
if dist(item0, A(i, :)) < r then
lc(index) = classc;
// add that item to the new matrix
Ac(index) = A(i, :);
index = index+ 1;
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Hence, from Equation (6.4) we can see that r should be chosen in such a way that
Cov(x, y1) + Cov(x1, y) < ε2.
Property 2. When the r = 0, A = Ã and ||A− Ã|| is maximum when r is big enough
to contain all the elements.
Proof. When r = 0, each item is contained within its own sub-cluster and the mean
of attributes is equal to the attribute itself, which proves the first part.
For the second part, Let A be the original dataset and Asub be a sub cluster of radius
rsub, where Asub=[A1, A2, .., Ak]. If any item Aj /∈ Asub is added to Asub, then the new
radius r
′
sub ≥ rsub. The proof follows immediately.
Figure 6.5: 1D distortion Figure 6.6: 2D distortion
Figure 6.7: Dependence of distortion on r
From Figure 6.7, we can see that distortion level is dependent on the value of r.
The perturbation method can change the value in the range of [a, b]. The larger the
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range, the greater is the distortion. The range of the distortion is dependent on the
value of r.
Property 3. Let A be a normalized matrix, rsub be the radius of the sub-cluster on
the original matrix, and r′sub be the radius of the sub-cluster in the perturbed matrix
Ã. The relation between rsub and r
′
sub can be expressed as:
|rsub − r′sub| = r
√
n (6.5)
where n is the dimension of A.
Proof. We can easily see that the proof holds for 1-D case. We provide the proof for
the 2-D case which can be generalized to the n dimensions.
Figure 6.8: Radius of sub-cluster in distorted dataset
Since the maximum value in any dimension can be at most r, the farthest point
is either of the cornors on the square presented in Figure 6.8, which is at a distance
of r
√
2. For the 3 dimensional case, farthest distance would be r
√
3, which can be
extended to n dimensions.
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[30] showed that original data can be accurately estimated from the perturbed
dataset using spectral filter that exploits some theoretical properties of random ma-
trix. So, the noise distribution F (v) has to be completely known. The method
proposed in this chapter divides the data into sub-clusters and performs random per-
turbation on each of those smaller clusters. Since the perturbation added to each of
the cluster has different distribution based on the cluster radius, it becomes difficult
to filter the noise. The method provides user with the flexibility of selecting the
cluster size which eventually leads to selecting privacy.
6.6 Algorithm
Provided dataset A, our objective is to achieve perturbed dataset Ã. In the algorithm
5, lc is the vector representing the label for the class. The first task in this process
is to classify data into smaller cluster defined by neighborhood radius r. After the
classification is done, we perform random additive perturbation on the dataset. The
techniques like CAP discussed in the earlier chapter and rotation perturbation method
are also possible.
6.7 Experiments
Our experiments have compared NAP with TSVD. There are two versions of NAP.
The first one is NBP which perturbs the trainset with the original testset and the
second one is NBPT which uses perturbed trainset and perturbed testset.
6.7.1 Metrics
VD has been used as the perturbation metric while AUC and Misrate are used for
measuring utility.
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6.7.2 Experiment 1: Support Vector Machines
In our first experiment, we observed the performance of our method with different
datasets compared with the TSVD based distortion. For all the experiments shown
in Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.9 we have performed NBP and NBPT on the same run
determined by fixed r. Hence, the results in the same row for NBP an NBPT are
comparable.
• MLP:
From Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, we can see that both versions of NAP, i.e.,
NBP and NBPT outperform TSVD. Some of the rows lack data for TSVD
because the experiments could not produce more distortion than the last row.
Experiments show that TSVD does not produce the same level of classification
accuracy even with lower distortion.
• RBF:
Similar results can be drawn from Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6. NAP based method out
performs TSVD.
• Combined:
Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 point to similar conclusions as the above results.
6.7.3 Experiment 2: Decision Tree
Our first experiment dealt with SVM. Although our result seems to favor our method
when used with SVM, it is equally important that the techniques generalize to other
techniques. In this section we present our result when NAP was used with decision
tree.
In all of these experiments, we observed that it is hard to get higher VD between
the original set and distorted set, even when the rank of the distorted matrix is
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Figure 6.9: Spambase Dataset
Figure 6.10: Wine Quality Dataset
Figure 6.11: Experiment 3: Effect of r on utility
reduced to 1, which is why not all the rows for SVD distortion are used in the tables
presented. Utility of the data is greatly reduced by lowering the rank.
6.7.4 Experiment 3: Effect of r on utility
Our final experiment was to see the effect of r on the distortion and utility. As
explained as Property 2 in earlier section, higher r should lead to greater amount of
distortion.
From the Figure 6.11, we can see that as the value of r is increased it leads to the
lower level of utility as the level of data distortion increases.
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6.8 Conclusion
This chapter answered the important question which was unanswered in the previous
chapter. Although correlation is a strong statistical attribute for linearly separable
data, non-linearly separable data needs more than the correlation between the input
and output. In this chapter, we proposed a new perturbation solution for non-linear
data. NAP based methods take neighborhood into account, which gives rise to sta-
tistical property of covariance being the same in a close neighborhood. The smaller
the size of the neighborhood, the lesser is the distortion, leading to preserving the
covariance of the data. Although we randomly perturb the data in the close neigh-
borhood, having several neighborhoods makes it difficult to filter out the random
noise. Our theoretical analysis of NAP is backed up by our experimental results.
Spambase dataset, Magic Gamma dataset, and Wine Quality dataset were used for
the experiments. We observed results for SVM with different kernel functions and
decision tree.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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Chapter 7 Data Distortion Measurement
7.1 Introduction
Measurements are a major part of any research. It is important that the measure-
ments performed have rationale. There is no standard measuremeant that can be
used to measure the distortion until now. One of the fundamental difficulties is quan-
tifying the amount of information concealed intentionally. In many cases, method of
choice depends on the objective that we are trying to fulfill. In this chapter, we look
into some metrics that have been used for the experiments and propose three novel
measurement techniques that address some of the limitations with the measurement
we have been using. Some of the frequently used data distortion metrics are presented
in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Common Data Perturbation Metrics
Metric Formula Parameter Description
V D = ‖A−Ã‖F‖A‖F where A ∈ R
n×m
RP =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 |Rankij−
˜Rankij |
n×m
˜Rankij is the rank for perturbed data
RM =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1Rk
i
j
n×m Rk
i
j =
{
1 if Rankij =
˜Rankij
0 otherwise
In our previous work, we have used VD along with RP and RM for measuring
the distance/difference between the original matrix and the distorted matrix. These
methods present intuitive ways of measuring the difference between two matrices.
However, these simple techniques have some serious problems associated with them.
Some of the motivating reasons for our current research are as follows:
• It just takes values into consideration not the information that is available in
the data. For instance, a translated distortion can have much larger VD but
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Table 7.2: Dataset with name, height and salary
Name Height (cm) Salary($)
John 172 45,000
Tim 190 55,000
Jason 185 60,000
the actual difference between the matrices could be very little.
For a dataset A, and the translation matrix P .
A =

4.6650 2.4613 2.2746 2.3070
1.2332 2.4494 0.5590 2.8891
4.8532 2.3264 4.0698 2.0717
1.3951 4.0674 4.6456 2.0602
 P =

100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100

Ã =

104.6650 102.4613 102.2746 102.3070
101.2332 102.4494 100.5590 102.8891
104.8532 102.3264 104.0698 102.0717
101.3951 104.0674 104.6456 102.0602

Although VD between A and Ã is large enough, it does not translate into the
same level of privacy preservation. VD will keep increasing as long as the value
of the elements of P grows.
• It is hard to explain the significance of the value VD. A value of 1 or a value of
0.0085 is hard to interpret. An even more difficult problem is when data have
different units in each of the attributes as in the table below. As can be seen
from Table 7.2, distortion of 1000 might not be that huge for the salary column,
but it is extremely big for the height column.
• It fails to address the dissimilarity between the dataset as a whole because most
of the data mining techniques are based on the principle of finding patterns in
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the data and just taking the value does not make for a good metric.
The metrics like RP and RM also have their own problems. They just take the
rank of the element in the row. It can be further illustrated using the following
example.
Table 7.3: Perturbed dataset with name, height and salary
Name Height (cm) Salary($)
John 160 47,231
Tim 200 53,222
Jason 195 65,452
Although the Tables 7.2 and 7.3 are different, use of RP and RM would suggest
that there is no distortion at all. So, this is our attempt to propose three novel
methods which can address these issues we discussed before. The properties we focus
on are mainly “geometric”; then we show these metrics behave in an intuitive and
desirable way on data that are related by operations like translation, rotation, and
scaling.
7.2 Proposed Techniques
The following sections introduce the techniques for measuring data distortion and
also discuss their individual properties:
7.2.1 Correlation Measure
Let A be the original matrix and Ã the distorted matrix. Ai represents the ith column
of matrix A and Ãi represents the ith column of matrix Ã. The Correlation Measure
(CM) calculates the average correlation between the attributes in the original matrix
with those in the distorted matrix.
CM =
∑
(Corr(Ai, Ãi))
n
(7.1)
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CM would be in the range of [-1, 1]. Larger distortion should give CM that tends
towards 0.
Properties of CM:
• Property 1: Translation invariance of CM
CM(A, Ã) = 1 such that Ã = A+ b, b is the translation factor. (7.2)
Proof. Let x and y be random variables. Let z be any constant number. Here
z is ’noise’ that will contribute to y′ = y + z.
Let Cov(x, z) be the covariance between x and z then, we notice that Cov(x, z) =
0 and
Cov(x, y′) = Cov(x, y) + Cov(x, z) (7.3)
= Cov(x, y)
since z is independent of x. If variance of y is denoted by V ar(y), then V ar(y′) =
V ar(y) + V ar(z) = V ar(y) as V ar(z) = 0. We conclude that
|Corr(x, y′)| =
∣∣∣∣∣ Cov(x, y′)√V ar(x)V ar(y′)
∣∣∣∣∣ (7.4)
=
∣∣∣∣∣ Cov(x, y)√V ar(x)V ar(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
= |Corr(x, y)|
• Property 2: Addition of any zero-expectation, independent noise of finite vari-
ance will decrease the correlation between two variables x and y. Corr(x, y) ≤
Corr(x, y′), where e = y′−y and is independent of x and y with µe = E(e) = 0,
then µy′ = E(y
′) = E(y) = µy.
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Proof.
Corr(x, y′) =
E((x− µx)(y′ − µy))
σxσy′
(7.5)
=
E((x− µx)(y − µy)) + E((x− µx)e)
σxσ′y
(7.6)
= Corr(x, y)
σy
σy′
(7.7)
E((x− µx)e) = E(x− µx)E(e) = 0 since x and e are independent.
Now, σy′ =
√
σ2y + σ
2
e , again by independence, so:
Corr(x, y′) = Corr(x, y)
1√
1 +
(
σe
σy
)2 (7.8)
We conclude that the addition of any zero-expectation, independent noise of
finite variance will diminish the correlation.
7.2.2 Canonical Correlation Analysis
The Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) measures the linear relationship between
two multi-dimensional variables. More than one canonical correlation will be found
each corresponding to a different set of basis vectors/canonical variates. Correlations
between successively extracted canonical variates become gradually small. If we have
two sets of variables x1, x2, ...., xn and y1, y2, ...., ym and there are correlations among
the variables, then canonical correlation analysis will enable us to find linear combi-
nations of the xs and the ys that have maximum correlation with each other. Then
one seeks vectors maximizing the same correlation subject to the constraint that they
are to be uncorrelated with the first pair of canonical variables.
Advantages of using CCA are:
• CCA is not dependent on the coordinate system of variables.
• CCA finds direction that yields maximum correlations.
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Let X : n× p1 and Y : n× p2 denote centered and standardized data matrices.
The aim is to construct w = Xa1 and z = Y a2 so that the correlation between w and z
is maximal. The vectors w and z are the canonical variates. These canonical variates
are standardized: wTw = zT z = 1: The vectors a1 and a2 are often referred to as
canonical weights. Additional variates may be constructed that are orthogonal with
respect to the previous ones. Then: W = XA1, Z = Y A2, and W
TW = ZTZ = I.
Canonical variates can be obtained by solving singular value decomposition:
R
− 1
2
11 R12R
− 1
2
22 = UΛV
T (7.9)
where, R11 denotes the correlation matrix for the first set of variables: R11 = X
TX,
R22 is the correlation matrix for the second set: R22 = Y
TY ; and R12 gives the
between sets correlation matrix: R12 = X
TY . The canonical weights are calculated
as
A1 = R
− 1
2
11 U and A2 = R
− 1
2
22 V
so that
W TW = AT1R11A1 = U
TU = I
ZTZ = AT2R22A2 = V
TV = I
and
W TZ = ZTW = Λ
If Y = X, i.e., the column vectors are identical then the correlation between the
attributes will always be 1. If they differ, then CCA will decrease gradually. The
smaller the correlation, the lesser the similarity is between the two vectors. For our
distortion metric, we use A in place of X and Ã instead of Y . Mathematically, it can
be represented as
CCA =
∑
Ccorr(A, Ã)i
k
(7.10)
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where k is the number of attributes in the dataset. Similar to the earlier metrics, we
can prove the following properties.
Properties of CCA:
• Property 1: Translation invariance of CCA
CCA(A, Ã) = 1 such that Ã = A+ b, b is the translation factor. (7.11)
Proof. As we can see from Equation(7.9), R11, R22 and R12 would not change
as correlation is independent of translation, resulting in the same result as the
original dataset.
• Property 2:
Another advantage of CCA is that it is independent of the units.
7.2.3 KNN Join Measure
Figure 7.1: kNN Join
Basic principle behind kNN join is to find for each of the item in R its neighboring
item from S. As we can treat the set R as the original dataset and dataset S as the
distorted dataset, which means that we should be able to find the general structure.
The idea can be used for measuring the distortion metrics; we call it kNN distortion
metric.
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The method works when the data are distorted in the same range, but what
happens if the data are translated or rotated? In such a case, the approach fails to
correctly measure the distortion in the data. The issue can be addressed if we compare
the cluster to itself. The idea is to measure the similarity in the cluster structure and
the cluster members between the items in two clusters. As in the figure, comparing
cluster similarity will reveal the distortion level.
The kNN Join Operation
Yu et al. defined kNN join in [71] as, “ Given a query point p, an integer k and a set
S, the kNN query returns the set, kNN(p) ⊂ S, that contains k points from S and
satisfies: ∀q ∈ kNN(p),∀q′ ∈ S − kNN(p) : ||p− q|| ≤ ||p− q′||”.
Comparison is performed in the following steps:
• Pick an item at random from the dataset, remove it from the original dataset.
• Select k nearest neighbors to the item from step 1, remove all of them from the
original dataset.
• Repeat the process until none of the items remain.
knnM =
∑
Rank(A)ci −Rank(Ã)ci
n
(7.12)
where,
• k is the total number of clusters.
• Rank(A)ci represents the rank of items that are neighbors of the randomly
selected item in the original dataset A. Ranking is based on the distance of the
items from the randomly selected item.
• Rank(Ã)ci represents the rank of items that are neighbors of the same item in
the distorted dataset Ã.
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The number will represent change in item’s rank per cluster. Higher numbers of
knnM indicate the higher distortion level. Similar properties to the above can be
provided for this method.
• Property 1: knnM is invariant to uniform orthonormal rotation expressed as
knnM(A, Ã) = 0 (7.13)
such that Ã = QA, where Q is the orthonormal random rotation matrix.
Proof. Let u and v be two vectors. Using the properties of orthogonal matrix,
we can show that
||Qu||2 = 〈Qu,Qu〉 = (Qu)TQu = uTQTQu = uTu = ||u||2 (7.14)
Similarly, the angle θ between Qu and Qv can be given as
cosθ =
〈Qu,Qv〉
||u||||v||
=
(Qu)TQv
||u||||v||
=
uTQTQv
||u||||v||
=
uTv
||u||||v||
=
〈u, v〉
||u||||v||
(7.15)
From the Equations(7.14) and (7.15), we can see that the rotation preserves the
angle and length between the vectors. This implies that the rank of the subject
should remain unchanged.
KnnM lacks from not being invariant to the scale, as the change of scale of two
different attributes can result into different clusters.
7.3 Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup tried to observe the general behavior of our measure, as well
as the properties we have mentioned in the earlier sections. In the Figure 7.6 and
Table 7.5, knnM(n) represents the kNN join based measure with n representing the
size of the cluster.
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Figure 7.2: IRIS Dataset Figure 7.3: Magic Gamma Dataset
Figure 7.4: Spambase Dataset Figure 7.5: Wine Quality Dataset
Figure 7.6: Experiment 1
7.3.1 Experiment 1: Metrics behavior
As can be seen in Figure 7.6, as the percentage of distortion increases for each of
the datasets the new measure starts decreasing in value. It can be noticed that the
change in the value is not as constant as in the case of VD. This phenomenon leads
to the fact that continually increasing the distortion does not make the dataset more
private.
7.3.2 Experiment 2: Unit Independence
The second experiment dealt with observing how the new measures behaved while
measurement was performed with datasets with different units. Results are presented
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in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Experiment 2: Unit Independence
Dataset CM CCA
IRIS 1.00 1.00
Wine Quality 1.00 1.00
Spambase 1.00 1.00
Magic Gamma 1.00 1.00
The value of 1 in the observation shows that the original dataset has the highest
degree of similarity with the perturbed dataset. This indicates the fact that these
measures are invariant towards the scale used. As mentioned earlier, knnM is depen-
dent on the scale used, hence the measure is missing from the table.
7.3.3 Experiment 3: Rotation Invariance
In this section, we present our observation when datasets were perturbed using or-
thogonal random rotation. We have used CCA to measure the perturbation level.
The Neighborhood sizes were 5, 10, and 15. The number in the Table 7.5 show
the similarity of the neighborhood of the perturbed dataset with that of the origi-
nal dataset. The closer the numbers are to the size of the neighborhood, the more
Table 7.5: Experiment 3: Rotation Invariance
Dataset KnnM(5) KnnM(10) KnnM(15)
IRIS 4.833333 9.36000 13.72340
Wine Quality 4.994767 9.982300 14.960135
Spambase 4.996522 9.980656 14.953054
WBC 4.952548 9.813708 14.597540
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similar the data are. From Table 7.5, we can see that the measurements are not
exactly equal to the neighborhood size. This can be attributed to the fact that we
have used Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to produce the orthonormal matrix and
in real world arithmetic, this orthogonality is not perfect, and computations show a
difference in the resulting matrix.
7.4 Conclusion
As seen from the theoritical properties and the experimental results, CM, CCA, and
KnnM have better properties in terms of their usefulness as distortion measures. They
are able to address some of the issues that plague measures that were used in our
research earlier. The proposed methods aim at measuring the similarity in the overall
structure of the datasets rather than just on the data values as separate entity. The
CM measure separates each of the attributes and calculates the average correlation
between the attributes.
One immediate avenue of future work would be to consider the information entropy
as the distortion measure. There are several papers that deal with probability distri-
bution of random variable X, but in our case we need to consider not just a variable
but the multiple variables together. We may consider the Von Neumann entropy of
a matrix, which deals with the entropies of the eigenvalues.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this dissertation, I have proposed several distortion techniques. My efforts have
been on both Data Value Hiding and Data Pattern Hiding. The first part of my
work implemented matrix factorization for clustering applications while the second
part used statistical analysis for classification applications. In all of my work, I have
tried to focus on context by defining what data mining techniques are going to be
applied in the perturbed dataset. Having the knowledge gives the ability to tailor
methods which leads to increase utility of the data. Generic methods like the random
perturbation do suffer from low utility.
This NMF generalization provides greater insight into the data patterns and
presents an opportunity to develop new algorithms to discover inherent data pat-
terns by imposing suitable constraints. Constraint based NMFs are a relatively new
and unexplored field, especially in privacy preserving data mining. I introduced ad-
ditional constraints to preserve the privacy. The two of the constraints I defined are
clustering constraint and compressing constraint. Being able to define constraints on
the objective function helped achieve the privacy preserving factorization. Since our
method is based primarily on the multiplicative update, it inherits the properties of
multiplicative NMF. The desirable properties include simplicity and ease with which
we can define the additional constraints. Although Multiplicative updates are ineffi-
cient compared to other methods, we can improve it by using better initialization of
the matrices H and W . I provided the computational complexity for the proposed
methods.
In addition to NMF, I proposed methods based on statistical analysis for linear
and nonlinear classifications. I studied the relation between the independent and
dependent variables for the linear classification problem. In my research, I studied
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method to maintain the relation between the independent and dependent variables
which is important for accurate classification. I studied how the proposed method can
give rise to the problem of colinearity and the techniques that can be used to minimize
the effect. The study included why the proposed method cannot be applied to the
nonlinear classifiers. I proposed alternative solution for the problem. I compared the
methods with different standard perturbation methods.
The final piece of my dissertation dealt with perturbation measurement. There
is no standard measurement technique for distortion. Commonly used measurement
techniques like VD, RM, and RP do not always represent the actual distortion in the
data. I proposed three different measurement techniques that have more desirable
properties than the methods mentioned earlier. Properties like invariant to transla-
tion, rotation, and scaling make our methods more reflective of the actual change to
the data.
There are several directions which I have in my future plan. I am interested in
implementing NMF as a technique to protect privacy in social network. The following
sections briefly explain my idea and the different directions that I would like to pursue.
8.1 Using Constrained NMF for Privacy Preserving Data Mining in So-
cial Network
Current efforts on PPDM for Social Networks have been on node de-identification
and link protection [5, 13, 26, 35, 44]. Work has been done on anonymizing social
network data based on grouping the entities into classes, and masking the mapping
between entities and the nodes that represent them in the anonymized graph [6].
In [72], Zou et al. proposed a framework called k-automorphism to protect against
multiple structural attacks. They also looked at the dynamic release of data.
The Figure 8.1 depicts a simple scenario where there is a network between indi-
viduals. Each individual connects to some other people with some certain weights.
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Figure 8.1: Social Network
Weights determines how far away or dissimilar they are to their connecting nodes.
From the graph theory, there are ways to represent graphs in matrix forms; some
common ones include: distance matrix, adjacency matrix, and incidence matrix. The
above network as a distance matrix is given as

A
B
C
D
E
F

[
A B C D E F
]

0 4 9 15 22 30
4 0 5 19 25 17
9 5 0 20 20 12
15 19 20 0 7 15
22 25 20 7 0 8
30 17 12 15 8 0

This flexibility to represent graph by matrix makes it an ideal candidate for matrix
factorization. I plan to use constraint based NMF for protecting the weights between
the nodes. Application of constraint to preserve the monotonicity of the distance
between the nodes is an interesting problem. We can further use relations like the
hobby, interest, and field of work to explicitly define the rules for perturbation.
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8.2 Efficient Computation of Constrained NMF
NMF is computationally expensive and adding constraints to NMF adds complexity
to its computation. For the NMF to be more useful we need techniques that can
enhance the efficiency of the method. There are two main ways: Distributed Com-
puting and Incremental NMF. I plan to study Distributed Computing. There have
been efforts in the past to compute NMF using distributed computing platforms like
MPI and Hadoop. There has been no implementation of the Constrained NMF. The
challenge would be reducing the NMF process into separable sub-tasks that can later
be merged for the final solution. Consideration should be taken for the cost it can
take for the communication between different nodes during computation.
8.3 Multi-party Computation of Proposed Techniques
As I have taken context as the primary focus in our previous methods, the effects
are unknown when the data components are from different partners, and different
partners have used different data distortion methods to preprocess their datasets for
privacy-preserving purposes. I plan to study the properties that would or would not
make the collaborative analysis difficult.
Copyright c© Nirmal Thapa, 2013.
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